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Abstract 

This paper outlines some linguistic features of narrative texts in Bena, using examples from a corpus of 
non-translated texts. Bena (Ethnologue code [bez]) is a Bantu language (classified as G63 in the Guthrie 
system) spoken in an area around Njombe town in southwest Tanzania. 
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A note on the texts 

The account1 presented here is based on a corpus of ten narrative texts (seven written and three oral),2 
provided by nine authors and used with their permission. The oral texts were lightly edited to remove 
false starts and other performance errors, but otherwise retain features (such as repetitions and longer 
sentences) which are particular to the medium. The written texts were edited more extensively in the 
process of being made ready for publication in a story book. The texts are each referred to here by a title 
in English, such as Grandfather, Spider and Hare, etc. 

Examples from the texts are referred to with a number for the sentence and a letter for the clause 
(e.g. 13b) and are presented in chart format. The charts are divided into seven columns: Pre-Nuclear 
Outer (Pre-NO), Pre-Nuclear Inner (Pre-NI), Subject (S), Verb (V), Object/Complement (O/C), Post-
Nuclear Inner (Post-NI) and Post-Nuclear Outer (Post-NO). Table 1 shows which types of constituents 
typically occur in the different columns.  

Table 1. Typical contents of chart columns 

Column Typical content 
Pre-NO Clause place holder of preceding dependent clause 

Noun of direct address 
Interjection 
Preposed constituent 
External topic 

Pre-NI Conjunction 
Temporal point of departure 

S Subject 
Clause place holder of preceding dependent clause which functions as subject 

V Relative marker 
Verb(s) (including any material intervening between main verb and auxiliary) 
Adverb 

O/C Object 
Complement 
Clause place holder of following dependent clause which functions as object 

Post-NI Locative 
Temporal expression 
‘and’ (when followed by phrase not clause), ‘with’, ‘like’ 

Post-NO Clause place holder of following dependent clause 
Ideophone 
Quote marker 
Postposed constituent 

 

                                                  
1 Many of the explanations relating to discourse concepts and terminology, the text corpus and the text charting 
conventions are repeated verbatim in the corresponding account of Malila narrative discourse (Eaton 2014), which is 
written by the same author. 
2 Four texts are included in full in the appendices: “Child and Big Bird”, “Dog and Leopard”, “Famine” and 
“Kaluvekele”. 
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A darker line in the charts represents the end of a sentence and a thick black line the end of a 
paragraph. Independent clauses are shown in black, dependent clauses in blue, speech clauses in green 
and underlined and song clauses in purple. Constituents which have been preposed or postposed are 
shown in red and two red chevrons (>> or <<) are placed in the column from which they have been 
moved. Clause place holders are shown in square brackets and are coloured blue, green or purple 
according to whether they point to a dependent clause, a speech clause or a song clause, respectively. 
Verbs, demonstratives and pronouns are labelled with an abbreviation in parentheses and shown in 
orange. Table 2 lists the chart labels used. 

Table 2. Chart labels 

Verbsa Demonstratives and pronouns 
Label Description Label Description 
ANT Present anterior D:Prox Proximal 
PRES General present D:Ref Referential 
HAB Present habitual D:Dist Distal 
PER Present persistive D:Re.Prox Reduplicated proximal 
P1 Near past perfective D:Re.Ref Reduplicated referential 
P2 Far past perfective D:Re.Dist Reduplicated distal 
P2.ANT Far past anterior Pro Basic 
P2.IPFV Far past imperfective Pro:Add Additive 
P2.PRG Far past progressive Pro:Emph Emphatic 
F1 Near future perfective   
F2 Far future perfective   
CNS Consecutive   
CNS.S Consecutive subjunctive   
CNS.S.I Consecutive subjunctive 

imperfective 
  

IMP Imperative   
IMP.IPFV Imperative imperfective   
SUBJ Subjunctive perfective   
SUBJ.IPFV Subjunctive imperfective   
SUBJ.ITV Subjunctive itive perfective   
CND Conditional   
a The verb labels reflect an initial analysis of TAM in Bena, which is the subject of ongoing research by the author. 
Not all verb forms shown in the table occur in the text examples discussed in the paper, but they are included 
here in order to show the complete tense-aspect system. 
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1 Constituent elements of narrative texts 

1.1 Types of narrative texts 

Seven of the texts are fictional (Child and Big Bird; Dog and Leopard; Hare and Hyena; Kaluvekele; 
Ndegenyi; Seluhanga; Spider and Hare) and three are true stories (Famine; Grandfather; Pots).3 Of the 
three true stories, one is told from a first person perspective (Pots), one from a third person perspective 
(Famine) and one from a mixture of first and third person perspectives (Grandfather). All the other 
narratives are told from a third person perspective. Table 3 gives a summary of each narrative in the 
corpus. 

Table 3. Story summaries of the texts 

Text Summary of story 
Child and Big Bird A child frees a big bird in a trap and then later the child gets stuck in a tree and 

the bird rescues him. 
Dog and Leopard Dog and Leopard are friends and enjoy hunting together, but they argue over 

dividing up the meat and keep trying to trick each other, so their friendship ends 
and they go their separate ways. 

Famine There is a famine during war time and the leaders of a village go off in search of 
food to bring back home. 

Grandfather Grandfather tells the story of a witchdoctor who deceived the locals into 
believing they would be invincible when they were fighting a war with the 
Germans. 

Hare and Hyena Hare and Hyena are friends, but Hare keeps tricking Hyena and getting the 
better of him so they part company. 

Kaluvekele Kaluvekele lives alone with his dog Kolandzi and has a lot of food in his 
storehouses. One night a thief comes and Kaluvekele and Kolandzi manage to 
catch him. Another night an elephant comes and Kolandzi is scared. 

Ndegenyi Ndegenyi sets traps for wild birds in a woman’s field without her permission and 
she is angry because the traps are getting her chickens. Ndegenyi denies that he 
is at fault. Later when he checks a trap, it goes off and hits him in the eye. 

Pots The author tells the story of how when he was a child, he broke a pot watering 
the garden for his mother. 

Seluhanga Seluhanga is a thief and one day she tries to steal meat from someone, but he 
catches her and beats her severely. 

Spider and Hare Spider finds a girl to marry, but his friend Hare scares the girl off. Then Spider 
finds another girl and tricks Hare into going up high with him and leaves him 
there, unable to get down. Hare is lowered part way to the ground by means of a 
rope tied around his ears and then has to jump the rest of the way. His long ears 
are then a reminder to him of what happened. 

 

Of these narratives, nine can be described as ‘climactic’, in which there is a problem or conflict 
which is resolved at the climax of the story. In Child and Big Bird, the problem is that the child is stuck 
in a tree and this is resolved when the bird comes to rescue him. The conflict in Dog and Leopard is 
between the two main characters, who are unable to find a way to share their hunting spoils fairly. The 

                                                  
3 Kaluvekele, Ndegenyi and Seluhanga are the names of the main characters in the respective stories. 
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conflict is resolved when they decide to stop hunting together and go their separate ways. In Famine, the 
problem is that the characters live in an area with no food, so they travel in search of food. They are 
successful and thus the problem is resolved. The Grandfather story centres around the problem of a 
witchdoctor who deceives people into believing they will not be hurt by the bullets fired by their 
enemies. The resolution comes when the deception is revealed for what it is and the people die. In Hare 
and Hyena, the problem for Hyena is that his friend Hare keeps tricking him. This is resolved when they 
part company at the end of the story. The conflict in Ndegenyi is between a woman and Ndegenyi, who 
is trapping birds in her field without her permission. The conflict is resolved when Ndegenyi is suitably 
punished by one of his traps accidentally going off and hitting him in the eye. The problem in Pots is 
that the main character breaks a pot which he was using to water his mother’s garden and it is resolved 
when his mother finds out and becomes angry. The conflict in Seluhanga is between the thief and her 
victims. It comes to a climax when Seluhanga is caught and beaten so badly that she cannot straighten 
her back when she walks. In Spider and Hare, the conflict is between the two main characters. First Hare 
manages to scare off the girl Spider wants to marry and then at the climax of the story Spider manages to 
effect his revenge by forcing Hare into a situation which results in his ears being stretched. 

The tenth narrative, Kaluvekele, can be described as ‘episodic’, as it describes two related events 
rather than a single problem or conflict, although the first of these episodes has a clear conflict and 
resolution and is therefore in itself climactic. In this episode, there is a conflict between Kaluvekele and a 
thief, which is resolved when Kaluvekele (aided by his dog) catches and punishes the thief. In the second 
episode, an elephant approaches the house, but does not damage it or injure Kaluvekele or his dog. The 
second incident provides further weight for the narrator’s conclusion that it is not good to live alone. 

1.2 Structure of narrative texts 

Climactic narrative texts are usually structured in sections which have particular functions. Typically, the 
narrative begins with an orientation section which introduces the major participants and sets the scene 
(e.g. time and place) for the story which is to follow. This section may also contain a mention of the 
story’s theme or purpose. Following the orientation section, we usually find an inciting episode which 
sets in motion the events of the story. This is followed by developmental episodes which develop the 
conflict or problem, culminating in a peak episode which brings the story to a climax. After the peak 
episode, there may be a denouement which resolves the tension and then a conclusion containing a 
concluding statement, such as the moral of the story. 

Table 4 shows how this structure can be seen in five of the climactic texts from the corpus. The 
numbers in the table refer to the sentence numbers in the texts. 

Table 4. Sections in climactic narrative texts 

Section Child and 
Big Bird 

Dog and 
Leopard 

Ndegenyi Seluhanga Spider and 
Hare 

Orientation 
section 

1 1–3 1–2 1–5 1 

Inciting 
episode 

2–9 4–10 3–4 6–9 2–3 

Developmental 
episodes 

10–12 
13–16 
17–19 

11–22 
23 
24–28 
29–38 
 

5–6 
7–15 

10–11 
12–16 

4–9 
10–17 
18 
19–21 
22–27 
28–29 
30–38 

Peak episode(s) 20–24 39–46 
47–51 

16–18 17–18 39–40 
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Denouement 25–27 52 19 19–22 41–44 
Conclusion 28–29 53–58 20 

21–25 
23–28 
29–33a 
34–35 
36–40 

45–47 

a After the first conclusion (23–28), the main character summarises the story which has been told up to that point 
in the narrative in the form of a speech to her grandchild (29–33). She concludes her speech with some words of 
warning (34–35) and finally there is a similar hortatory conclusion from the narrator (36–40). 

 

The next table describes the structure of one of these texts in more detail. 
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Table 5. Description of sections in Child and Big Bird 

Section Sentences Description 

Orientation 
section 

1 There was a person who had a maize field. 

Inciting 
episode 

2–9 Big birds eat the maize so the field owner sets a trap. A bird is 
caught in the trap. The field owner sends his child to check the 
trap and the child sets the bird free. 

Developmental 
episodes 

10–12 The child tells his parent that the birds have not eaten the maize, 
nor have they been caught in the trap. 

13–16 The child goes off to collect firewood with his friends. They 
climb trees together and the child gets stuck. His friends leave 
him there. 

17–19 When the parents realise their child has not come home, they ask 
his friends where he is. The friends say that he was not with 
them. 

Peak episode 20–24  The child is stuck in the tree for two days and then a big bird 
comes. The child remembers how he freed the bird in the trap 
and he sings to the bird, asking it to help him down. The bird 
rescues the child by carrying him down to the ground on its 
wings. 

Denouement 25–27 The child returns home and tells his parents what happened. 
They talk to his friends, but the friends deny being involved. The 
parents are happy that their child has been found. 

Conclusion 28–29 We should help others when they have problems and then they 
will help us when we have problems. 

1.3 Linguistic features in Bena narrative texts 

1.3.1 Orientation section 

Orientation sections typically begin with the introduction of major participants using a presentation 
formula which consists of a locative verb construction (see section 4.1) and a postposed subject, which 
may be followed by the modifier -mwinga ‘certain, one’. 
 

(1) Seluhanga 1a–2 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

1a   >> Aali kwali (P2)  umuunu yumwinga  
he.was there.was  person one  

1b   ilitaawa lyakwe  aatambulwaga  
(P2.IPFV)  

Seluhanga    

name her  she.was.called  Seluhanga  
2   Umudala uyu (D:Prox)  aali (P2)  muhiidzi hiilo    
   woman this  she.was  thief very.much    
There was a certain person, her name was Seluhanga. This woman was a prolific thief. 
 

In longer orientation sections, major participants may be referred to after their introduction by means of 
a proximal demonstrative, as in clause 2 of the example above. 
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It is also common for information which is particularly relevant to the story as a whole to be 
introduced in the orientation section, as can be seen above in sentence 2 and again in the following 
example, also in sentence 2: 
 

(2) Ndegenyi 1a–2 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

1a  Pa waana  >> aali pwali (P2)  mudimi muyeesu  
at childhood  he.was.there  boy our.companion  

1b ataambulwaga (P2.IPFV)  Ndegenyi    
he.was.called  Ndegenyi  

2 Umudiimi uyu (D:Prox)  aali (P2)  mutedzi va mitego gya ngwale  
 boy this  he.was  trapper of traps of partridges  
During our childhood there was a fellow youth, he was called Ndegenyi. This youth made traps for partridges. 
 

Information about the major participants of the narrative may be introduced in a main clause, as in the 
previous two examples, or in a relative clause, as shown below. 
 

(3) Child and Big Bird 1a–1b 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

1a   >> Aali pwali (P2)    umuunu [1b]  
he.was.there  person  

1b   [--- ye aalimile (P2)  umugunda gwakwe ugwa madzebele]  
    who he.farmed  field his of maize  
There was a person who farmed his maize field. 
 

Orientation sections commonly use the far past perfective (P2) or imperfective (P2.IPFV), as shown in 
the examples above. 

1.3.2 Inciting episode 

The start of the inciting episode is often marked by the use of the temporal point of departure kigono 
kimwinga ‘one day’ and the episode often contains the first use of a consecutive verb form. The following 
example illustrates both these features: 
 

(4) Seluhanga 6–9 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

6 Kigono kimwinga  --- aagendiye (P2)   pa kaaye ya 
 muunu yumwinga  

day one  she.passed.by  at home of person one  
7a Umuunu uyo (D:Ref)  ikalaga mwene (P2.IPFV)  

person that  he.lived alone  
7b  kangi  --- aali (P2)  mufwile    

again  he.was  widower  
7c   uvaakwe  aafuwe (P2)   myaka myolofu [7d]  

his.wife  she.died  years many  
7d   [--- igihelaniidze] (ANT)  

which.have.passed  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

8a   U-Seluhanga  aalolasiidze (P2)  kuno na kuno (D:Ref)  
Seluhanga  she.looked.around  there and there  

8b  neke  --- avone (CNS.S)   kungaya muunu   
then  she.saw  there.is.no person  

9   --- Ikwingilaga (CNS)   mu kaaye ya  
mufwile yula (D:Dist)  

    she.entered   in home of widower that  
One day she passed by someone’s home. This person lived alone, what’s more he was a widower, his wife died 
many years ago. Seluhanga looked around and saw there was no one. She went into the widower’s home. 
 

After the initial sentence of this example, there is a backgrounded section (sentence 7) and then the 
event line continues with a far past perfective (8a) and then two different consecutive verb forms (8b 
and 9). Other examples of the first use of consecutive verb forms appearing in the inciting episode can be 
seen in Child and Big Bird 2b and Spider and Hare 3b. Further examples of kigono kimwinga ‘one day’ are 
found in Dog and Leopard 4 and Ndegenyi 3a. 

1.3.3 Developmental episodes 

Developmental episodes may start in a variety of ways and the text corpus does not suggest that there 
are particular linguistic features which are associated with the start of developmental episodes, as 
opposed to the start of other types of narrative sections. When narrative sections in general are taken 
together (excluding text-initial orientation sections), it is more likely to find a temporal point of 
departure in the initial sentence than to find one in sentences which do not occur initially in such 
sections. Several examples of this can be seen in Dog and Leopard, such as the following: 
 

(5) Dog and Leopard 23a–23b 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

23a Ikigono kya wuvili  --- vaafwimile (P2)   kitambulila kiinu  
day of two  they.hunted  without.being.successful thing  

23b   --- vaagonile (P2)   kitaliya   
they.slept  without.eating  

The second day they hunted without sucess and went to sleep without eating. 
 

See also 24a and 29 in the same text. 
In terms of tense and aspect, there are two main strategies seen in developmental episodes. In one, 

the main event line is expressed by the far past perfective with the occasional use of consecutive verb 
forms and in the other, the main event line is expressed by consecutive verb forms only, as is discussed 
in section 5.2. 

1.3.4 Peak episode 

Peak episodes show a slight tendency to contain more examples of the connective neke ‘then’ and the 
consecutive subjunctive verb forms than other types of narrative episodes (see section 3.2 for further 
discussion of this connective). In Child and Big Bird, for example, three of the six examples of neke in the 
text occur in the peak episode. Similarly, in Ndegenyi, two of the four examples of neke in the text occur 
in the peak episode. In Dog and Leopard, the peak episode begins with an example of the connective 
neke. 
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(6) Dog and Leopard 48a–48d 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

48a  Neke  avange ukulagidza (CNS.S)  amaligo makomi  ku Mbwa   
then  he.started to.throw  insults big  at dog  

48b   --- itigila (PRES)    [48c–49c]  
he.says  

48c [Uveeve ve wilagwave   --- ulatang'ana (F2)     
you(sg) you(sg) trickster  you(sg).will.meet  

48d  na  kiki  kikumile (ANT)  
with  what  it.should.swallow.you(sg)  

Then he started to throw big insults at Dog, saying, “You trickster you, what will you meet with that should 
swallow you? 
 

A further example of the connective can be seen in the peak episode of the Seluhanga text. 
 

(7) Seluhanga 17a–18 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

17a   Umunya kaaye  amwibite (P2)     
one.with home  he.caught.her  

17b  neke  --- amubamidze (CNS.S) paasi   
then  he.slammed.her  down  

18 Umuhiidzi yula (D:Dist)  aadeenyike (P2)  ilivoko nu mugongo  
thief that  she.broke  arm and back  

The home owner caught her and then slammed her down. That thief broke her arm and back. 

1.3.5 Denouement 

The denouement of the narratives in the corpus commonly describes the consequence of the climax of 
the story, as in this example. 
 

(8) Ndegenyi 19 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

19 Iliiho lyakwe  livedzaga (CNS)  litenda  mbaka neeng'uli   
eye his  it.was  weak  until today  

His eye is weak to this day. 
 

In Seluhanga, the denouement consists of a summary of the main events of the story, as told by one of 
the participants (19a–21b) and then a judgement of those listening to this summary (22a–c). The text 
corpus does not suggest that there are any particular linguistic features associated with a denouement. 

1.3.6 Conclusion 

The conclusions of the Bena texts in the corpus tend to draw a moral from the preceding events. In two 
texts (Child and Big Bird 28, Spider and Hare 45), the moral is introduced by the word uluwulanidzo 
‘lesson’. In other narratives, the conclusion (and the switch from narrative to hortatory genre) is 
signalled by the narrator addressing his audience, as in this example. 
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(9) Ndegenyi 21a–21b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

21a Na yuuhwe vadzeela vangu (Pro:Add)  >> poodzili (PRES)    ing'ani [21b]  
and we dear.ones my  there.are  things  

21b   [--- dze twatwibedalila] (HAB)  
which we.disregard  

And we, my dear friends, there are things which we ignore. 
 

The conclusions of other texts describe a current situation which has resulted from the events of the 
preceding narrative, as in this example. 
 

(10) Dog and Leopard 53a–53b 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

53a Ukuhumila peene apo (D:Ref)  u-Duuma nu Mbwa  vasipuling'ana kangi (PRES)  
since that.time  leopard and dog  they.do.not.get.on again  

53b   --- vasilimihwelanile nambi padebe (ANT)  
they.do.not.spend.time.together at.all little  

Since that time Leopard and Dog have not got on, they don’t spend time together at all. 
 

The conclusions in the Bena texts tend to involve a switch from the narrative genre to either hortatory 
(in the case of conclusions containing morals) or expository (for those conclusions describing a current 
situation resulting from the preceding narrative). As such it is usual to find subjunctives or present tense 
verb forms in the conclusion, as illustrated in the examples given above. 

2 Paragraphs 

Paragraphs are used to mark the thematic units of a text. Paragraph breaks tend to co-occur with 
discontinuities of time, place, participants or action. That is, when there is a jump forwards or backwards 
in time, a paragraph break is appropriate. It is also usual to start a new paragraph when the action 
moves abruptly from one location to another. (If the movement is gradual, e.g. a character is on a 
journey, a paragraph break may not be necessary.) Similarly, if the cast of participants suddenly changes, 
this normally coincides with a paragraph break. Finally, paragraph breaks are used when the action 
changes from narrated events to speech or vice versa, or there is an abrupt change of theme or 
information. Paragraph breaks can be characterised by more than one type of continuity at once. The 
next section illustrates the relationship between paragraph breaks and discontinuities with reference to 
the Dog and Leopard text. 

2.1 Paragraphs in Dog and Leopard 

Paragraph 1 (1–3) is the orientation section. This section introduces Dog and Leopard, who are major 
participants of the story and sets the scene by explaining that they were close friends because they were 
both hunters. 

Paragraph 2 (4–10) marks the switch from background to foreground as the narrator tells of the 
events which led to this friendship. Dog and Leopard meet one day in the bush and discover they are 
both hunters. This episode can be analysed as the inciting episode of the narrative as it leads to their 
decision to go hunting together (11–12), which in turn leads the conflict between them as they cannot 
agree on how to share their hunting spoils fairly. 

Paragraph 3 (11–23) concerns their first hunting trip and represents a discontinuity of action, 
although not of time, as the trip takes place on the same day as the first meeting. During this trip Dog 
and Leopard kill a gazelle together, but Dog tries to eat all the meat by himself and Leopard is surprised. 
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In the last sentence of this paragraph, the action moves to the next day, during which Dog and Leopard 
go hunting again, but are unsuccessful. Paragraph 4 (24–28) describes the third day, and the third 
hunting trip. This trip is successful and this time Leopard gains the upper hand as he puts the meat of the 
animal they kill up in a tree so that Dog cannot get it. Paragraph 5 (29–38) is another day and another 
hunting trip. The tension between Dog and Leopard mounts as Dog gets his own back by tricking 
Leopard into leaving the meat with him and then eating it all himself. Paragraphs 3–5 thus represent 
four different days and four different hunting trips. The only time the temporal discontinuity is not 
marked by a paragraph break is the second trip, as described in paragraph 3, which is unsuccessful for 
Dog and Leopard and is covered in a single sentence. 

Paragraph 6 (39–46) is the first of two peak episodes, in which Leopard confronts Dog and becomes 
very angry. There is a discontinuity of action as we switch from the description of events to a 
conversation between the two characters. The confrontation leads to Leopard chasing Dog and Dog 
jumping into the river to escape. The switch from these events to the continuation of the conversation is 
a discontinuity of action which is marked by another paragraph break. 

Paragraph 7 (47–49) corresponds to the first part of the second peak episode, in which Leopard 
insults Dog, and paragraph 8 (50–52) to the second part, in which Dog insults Leopard. The final 
sentence of that paragraph is the denouement and describes the aftermath of the confrontation, namely, 
that Dog runs off and the friendship with Leopard is ended. 

Paragraph 9 (53–58) represents another discontinuity of action as we move from the events of the 
narrative to the conclusion, in which the narrator explains how the friendship between Dog and Leopard 
is over and passes judgement on it. The final two sentences of the conclusion draw a moral from the 
narrative. 

2.2 Points of departure 

In order to smooth the discontinuities of a narrative, a language may use a ‘point of departure’ to bridge 
two sections. Thus the point of departure both links back to what has gone before and points ahead to 
what will come. In order to function as a point of departure, the phrase or clause in question must occur 
initially in a sentence (not counting a conjunction or an interjection, which may precede it). The 
following sections look at three types of point of departure: referential, temporal and spatial. 

2.2.1 Referential points of departure 

There is only one example of a referential point of departure in the text corpus. 
 

(11) Grandfather 53a–53b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

15a Mu simo dzonda idzo  
(D:Ref)  

ulusimo lumwinga  --- ndikwiwuka hiilo  
(PRES)  

<<  [15b]  

in stories all those  story one  I.remember very.much  
15b  [pakuva  --- lwihuguvika (PRES)  avoloofu]    
  because   it.scares  many    
Amongst all those stories, I remember one very much because it scares many people. 
 

In the previous paragraph the narrator lists several stories which his grandfather used to tell and then in 
this paragraph he begins to retell one of those stories. The discontinuity between the preceding 
expository material and the start of the narrative proper is bridged by the referential point of departure 
‘amongst all those stories’ at the beginning of the new paragraph. The demonstrative in this noun phrase 
is from the referential set, which is also used in temporal points of departure, as is shown in the next 
section. 
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2.2.2 Temporal points of departure 

Of the fifty non-text-initial paragraphs in the text corpus, thirty-three do not start with points of 
departure as previously defined. One begins with a referential point of departure, one begins with a 
spatial point of departure and the remaining fifteen begin with a temporal point of departure. Of these 
fifteen examples, eleven include the word (i)kigono ‘day’, such as in Dog and Leopard 4, 11, 23a and 29. 
One of these also contains a demonstrative from the referential set. 
 

(12) Dog and Leopard 11 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

11  Ikigono kikyo (D:Ref)  --- vaaheliye (P2)   mu kufwima   
day that  they.went  in to.hunt  

That day they went to hunt. 
 

One other temporal point of departure includes a demonstrative and again it is one from the referential 
set. 
 

(13) Dog and Leopard 53a–b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

53a Ukuhumila peene apo (D:Ref)  u-Duuma nu Mbwa  vasipuling'ana kangi (PRES)  
since that.time  leopard and dog  they.do.not.get.on again  

53b   --- vasilimihwelanile nambi padebe (ANT)  
they.do.not.spend.time.together at.all little  

Since that time Leopard and Dog have not got on, they don’t spend time together at all. 
 

The discontinuity here is between the far past setting of the previous paragraph, which is the end of the 
main events of the narrative, and the present tense perspective of the conclusion which begins with this 
sentence. The phrase ‘since that time’ bridges the temporal gap. 

2.2.3 Spatial points of departure 

There is one example of a spatial point of departure in the text corpus. 
 

(14) Child and Big Bird 17 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO  

17a  [Ku kaaye uko 
 (D:Ref)  

avavaha va mwana yula 
(D:Dist)  

pe viiwona 
(PRES)  

   

 at home there  parents of child that  when they.see  
17b   --- asiiwuya] (PRES)  

he.does.not.return  
17c [17a–

17b]  
 --- viwuudzaga (CNS)   ku vaana [17d]   

they.went  at children  
17d   [--- ve aikinasa (HAB)  nawo]   

who he.plays  with.them  
Meanwhile at home when the child's parents saw that he was not coming back, they went to the children with 
whom he was playing. 
 

The paragraph break at this point in the narrative represents a discontinuity of both place and 
participants. The action moves from the friends of the child leaving him in a tree to the parents waiting 
‘at home there’. Note that again a referential demonstrative is part of the point of departure. 
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3 Connectives 

The most common way of co-ordinating sentences in the Bena narratives in the corpus is simply by 
juxtaposition. That is, most sentences are co-ordinated without the use of connectives. When a 
connective is used, the two most common choices are the class 16 relative pronoun pe ‘when, after’ and 
neke ‘then’. The first of these introduces a temporal relative clause, whereas the second introduces a 
main clause. These connectives are considered in the next two sections. The third section illustrates the 
use of the less common connectives in Bena. 

3.1 Temporal connective: 16 relative pronoun pe ‘when, after’ 

The function of a temporal relative clause using the class 16 relative pronoun depends on the TAM of the 
main verb contained within it. This verb is usually either general present or present anterior, but its time 
reference depends on that of the main clause on which the relative clause is dependent and therefore in 
narratives, present tense verb forms in temporal relative clauses are often understood as having a past 
time reference. The choice between the general present and present anterior depends on the relationship 
between the action of the relative clause and the action of the main clause which follows. The general 
present is used when the action of the verb is simultaneous with the action of the verb in the following 
clause, as in the following example: 
 

(15) Kaluvekele 49 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

49a   [--- Pe iilola (PRES)  ku wutalo]   
when he.sees  at front  

49b [49a]   --- ayiweene (P2)  imbwa yaakwe iyi (D:Prox)  
he.saw.it  dog his this  

49c   Kolandzi  yiimile (ANT)   pataali   
Kolandzi  it.has.stood  far  

49d   --- yiidzuma (PRES)  [50a–50b]    
it.is.surprised  

When he looked up ahead, he saw his dog Kolandzi standing far away, surprised. 
 

If the verb in the relative clause is in the present anterior, the event it describes happens before that 
described in the main clause. 
 

(16) Dog and Leopard 52 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

52a   [--- Pe alongile (ANT)  idzi] (D:Prox)    
when he.has.said  these  

52b [52a]   u-Mbwa  aahwadzidze (P2)  umudegenda gwakwe  
dog  he.wagged  tail his  

52c  neke  --- ahege (CNS.S)     
then  he.left  

52d   --- ikimbila (PRES)     
he.runs  

When he had said this, Dog wagged his tail and ran off. 
 

One function of the temporal relative clause is to repeat the information contained in the previous 
clause. This device is called ‘tail-head linkage’ and can be seen in the previous example. In sentences 
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50–51, the narrator reports what Dog says and then sentence 52 makes a further reference to the speech 
event by beginning ‘When he had said this…’ Tail-head linkage may also involve a partial repeat of 
information, or an explicit statement of information which is implicit in the previous sentence, or can be 
assumed to follow on from it, as shown in the next example. 
 

(17) Child and Big Bird 13–14 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO  

13  Ikigono ikingi  umwana yula  
na vayagwe (D:Dist)
  

vihelelaga kuhola  
(CNS)  

isagala    

day other  child that  
and his.companions  

they.went to.get.firewood  firewood  

14a   [--- Pe vaaviye vafiike (P2.ANT)  uko] (D:Ref)  
when they.were they.have.arrived  there  

14b [14a]   --- viholaga (CNS)  isagala    
they.got.firewood  firewood  

14c  neke  --- vakinage (CNS.S.I)  umukino ugwa kwinuka  
ku libiki  

then  they.played  game of to.climb at tree  
One day that child and his companions went to get firewood. When they had arrived there, they got the 
firewood and then they were playing a game of climbing a tree. 
 

Here the natural next event of the child and his companions going to get firewood in sentence 13 is that 
they arrive at their intended destination, as described in 14a, with a temporal relative clause. 

Example (17) also illustrates how the relative clause may include an auxiliary verb, as well as the 
main general present or present anterior verb form. The auxiliary plus present anterior construction 
occurs seven times in temporal relative clauses in the text corpus and the auxiliary plus general present 
construction occurs once. In contrast, there are twenty-three examples of a present anterior verb and 
twenty examples of a general present tense verb occurring without auxiliaries in temporal relative 
clauses. No functional difference between the options with and without the auxiliary can be seen in the 
text corpus, but one formal difference is that the class 16 relative pronoun is optional when the clause 
contains the auxiliary, as in the next example. 
 

(18) Child and Big Bird 8 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO  

8a   [Ilidege ilyo (D:Ref)  lyaviye likumuwona] (P2.PRG)  
bird that  it.was it.sees.him  

8b [8a]   --- litigilaga (CNS)    [8c–8e]  
it.said  

8c   [--- Ndinyilika (PRES)     
I.want  

8d   --- undzawule (SUBJ)  
you(sg).should.untie.me  

8e na yuuve (Pro:Add)  ndilakwawula (F2)  << kigono]   
and you(sg)  I.will.help.you(sg)  day  

When the bird saw him, it said, “I want you to untie me and then I will help you one day.” 
 

It is also interesting to note that the choice between using the auxiliary and not using it in clauses of this 
type shows a correlation with the overall narrative strategy seen in a text. As will be discussed in section 
5.2, the Bena texts show a tendency to favour either the consecutive verb form (CNS) or the far past verb 
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form (P2) for narrating foreground events. Those texts which clearly favour the consecutive verb form 
for this function (Child and Big Bird, Hare and Hyena, Spider and Hare) contain six of the eight examples 
of temporal relative clauses containing an auxiliary. 

3.2 Thematic development marker: neke ‘then’ 

The connective neke ‘then’ occurs sixty times in the text corpus. Of these occurrences seventeen are 
sentence-initial, four are contained in the first clause of a sentence but are not sentence-initial and the 
remaining thirty-nine are in non-sentence-initial clauses. This connective is analysed here as a thematic 
development marker as it can function as a marker of developments in the story theme. In narratives, 
those developments tend to be steps towards the resolution of the problem or conflict of the narrative. 
For example, in Child and Big Bird, the initial problem is that the farmer’s maize is being eaten by birds 
and he attempts to solve this problem by setting a trap. 
 

(19) Child and Big Bird 1–3 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO  

1a   >> Aali pwali (P2)    umuunu [1b]  
he.was.there  person  

1b   [--- ye aalimile (P2)  umugunda gwakwe ugwa madzebele]  
who he.farmed  field his of maize  

2a   
  

  [Amadzebele pe gaaviye gakangiye] (P2.ANT)  
maize when it.was it.has.ripened  

2b [2a]   amadege  gikwadzaga kuliya (CNS)  
birds  they.came to.eat  

3a  Neke  umunya  
mugunda yula  
(D:Dist)  

awuyapage  
(CNS.S.I)  

umuhadiho   [3b]  

then  one.with field that  he.set  trap  
3b  [nu  --- kuviika   mu mugunda ugwa madzebele]  

and  to.put  in field of maize  
There was a person who farmed his maize field. When the maize had ripened, the birds came to eat it. Then the 
field owner set a trap and put it in the maize field. 
 

Clause 3a, which describes the setting of the trap, begins with the connective neke. Then later in the 
same story, the farmer’s child gets stuck in a tree and the first steps towards the resolution of this 
problem are marked by neke, as seen in clauses 20b and 20d. 
 

(20) Child and Big Bird 20 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO  

20a   Umwana yula  
(D:Dist)  

akwikalaga (CNS)  kuko ku mubiki ifigono fivili  
(D:Re.Ref)  

child that  he.stayed  right.there at tree days two  
20b  neke  >> gwadzage (CNS.S.I)  ugudege uguvaha ndawuli gugula  

[20c] (D:Re.Dist)  
then  it.came  bird big like that  

20c   [--- ugwagwiliye ] (P2)  mu muhadiho ku mugunda  
which.had.fallen.into  in trap at field  
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 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO  

20d  neke  --- gunyilikage (CNS.S.I)  
then  he.asked  

20e   --- agwawule (SUBJ)  
it.should.untie.him  

The child stayed right there in the tree for two days and then a big bird like the one which had fallen into the 
trap in the field came and then he asked it to untie him. 
 

Not all occurrences of neke can be analysed as marking thematic developments. Another common use of 
the connective is to introduce an event which is somehow contingent on the previous event, as in clause 
15d of the next example. 
 

(21) Dog and Leopard 15 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

15a U-Mbwa nu Duuma  vaahuwe (P2)     
dog and leopard  they.spent.day  

15b   --- vinyidza (PRES)  imato iyo (D:Ref)  umunyi gonda [15c]  
they.chase  gazelle that  day all  

15c  [ukufikila  --- pe lisota] (PRES)     
to.reach.at  when it.goes.down  

15d  neke  --- vayiibate (CNS.S)  
then  they.caught.it  

Dog and Leopard spent the whole day chasing that gazelle, until the sun went down, and then they caught it. 
 

Dog and Leopard would not have been able to catch the gazelle, had they not been chasing it, as 
described in the previous clauses. Similarly, in the next example Leopard (the subject of the sentence) 
would not have been able to see that the meat had been eaten if he had not looked for it. The event of 
seeing (42c) is introduced by neke. 
 

(22) Dog and Leopard 42 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

42a  Neke  akole kulola (CNS.S)  [42b]    
then  he.started to.look  

42b   [--- pe vakaviikile (P1)  inyama]    
place they.put  meat  

42c  neke  --- avone (CNS.S)     
then  he.saw  

42d   --- sipooyili (PRES)     
it.is.not.there  

42e   >> aliye (ANT)  yonda   u-Mbwa  
he.has.eaten  all  dog  

Then he started to look at where they had put the meat and then he saw it was not there, Dog had eaten it all. 
 

The first clause of this sentence is also introduced by neke, but here its function is to mark the 
development Leopard takes towards resolving his problem of being hungry. 

Both functions of neke involve a strong link between the event introduced by the connective and the 
previous event(s). As such it is not usual for there to be a discontinuity of time, place, participants or 
action (see section 2) before the clause containing neke and thus the connective rarely occurs at the start 
of a paragraph. 
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3.3 Other connectives 

There are very few examples of other kinds of connective in the text corpus. The adverb kangi ‘again’ 
occurs twenty-five times and in four of those occurrences it functions as an inter-sentential connective. In 
the following example, it shows that the event being described is a repetition of a previously described 
event. 
 

(23) Child and Big Bird 21–23 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO  

21a Umwana yula (D:Dist)  ikwiwukaga (CNS)  ulo [21b] (D:Ref)  
child that  he.remembered  that  

21b   [--- lwe aagwawuwe] (P2)  
which he.untied.it  

21c  neke  --- avangage ukwimba (CNS.S.I)  
then  he.started to.sing  

21d   --- itigila (PRES)    [21e–21h]  
he.says  

21e [Degivaha Degivaha  wadze undzawule (IMP) (SUBJ)  
big.bird big.bird  come you(sg).should.untie.me  

21f   na yuune (Pro:Add)  ndakwawuwe (P2)     
and me  I.untied.you(sg)  

21g   --- wadze undzawule (IMP) (SUBJ)  
come you(sg).should.untie.me  

21h   --- wadze undzawule] (IMP) (SUBJ)  
come you(sg).should.untie.me  

22a Ugudege gula (D:Dist)  gwikwadzaga (CNS)  pu pu pu  
bird that  it.came  ideo ideo ideo  

22b   --- guhele (ANT)     
it.has.gone  

23a  Kangi  --- ikwimbaga (CNS)  
again  he.sang  

23b   --- itigilaga (CNS)    [23c–23g]  
he.said  

23c [Degivaha Degivaha  wadze undzawule (IMP) (SUBJ)  
big.bird big.bird  come you(sg).should.untie.me  

23d   na yuune (Pro:Add)  ndakwawuwe (P2)     
and me  I.untied.you(sg)  

23e   --- wadze undzawule (IMP) (SUBJ)  
come you(sg).should.untie.me  

23f   --- wadze undzawule (IMP) (SUBJ)  
come you(sg).should.untie.me  

23g   --- wadze undzawule] (IMP) (SUBJ)  
come you(sg).should.untie.me  

The child remembered the time when he untied it and he started to sing, saying, “Big bird, big bird, come and 
untie me, just like I untied you, come and untie me, come and untie me.” The bird came, whoosh, whoosh, 
whoosh, and went. Again he sang, “Big bird, big bird, come and untie me, just like I untied you, come and untie 
me, come and untie me, come and untie me.” 
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The connective in 23a shows that the event to follow is a repetition of the one described in 21c–h. 
It is also possible to use kangi to introduce additional information, rather than to mark the 

repetition of an event, as in clause 27a of this example. 
 

(24) Dog and Leopard 26–27 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

26a   U-Mbwa  asaakeeliye (P2)  [26b]    
dog  he.did.not.like  

26b   [inyama  yipagikwe (SUBJ)  ku mubiki]  [26c]  
meat  it.should.be.hung  at tree  

26c  [pakuva  --- asaawukaguwe ukwenuka (P2)  ku mibiki ndavuli u-Duuma]  
because  he.did.not.know to.climb  at tree like leopard  

27a  Kangi  --- asaakiige (P2.IPFV)  [27b–27c]  
again  he.wanted  

27b   [--- apiluke (SUBJ)  
he.should.return  

27c   --- aliye (SUBJ)  inyama yila mwene] (D:Dist)  
he.should.eat  meat that alone  

Dog didn’t like that the meat should be hung in the tree because he didn’t know how to climb a tree like 
Leopard. What’s more, he (Dog) wanted to return and eat the meat by himself. 
 

There are seven occurrences of suwe ‘so’ in the corpus and two of these are sentence-initial. The function 
in these cases is to signal a resumption of the main event line after a secondary event (as in Child and 
Big Bird 26–27) or the description of a state, as in the next example. 
 

(25) Kaluvekele 51–53 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

51a   --- Iitinile (ANT)  
he.has.moved.himself  

51b  neke  --- iime (CNS.S)   pataali   
then  it.stood  far  

51c [ikisondzo   --- kye ateguwe (ANT)  <<]    
club  which he.has.taken  

51d   [51c]  kyaguwe (P2)   paasi  na tuu  
it.fell  down  and ideo  

52a   Imbwa yaakwe  yaali (P2)  dzidzidzi   [52b]  
dog his  it.was  silence  

52b  [nambi  --- kuwaaga]     
or  to.bark  

53a Suwe   u-Kaluvekele  ikangidze (P2)  
so  Kaluvekele  he.pulled.himself.together  

53b  neke  --- ahegelele (CNS.S)   ku mbwa yaakwe  
then  he.moved  at dog his  
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 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

53c   --- ayiibate   ku mukila   
he.should.catch.it  at tail  

53d  neke  --- akwegele (CNS.S)   ku kisasa kyakwe  
then  he.pulled.it  at hut his  

He moved and then stood at a distance, the club which he had taken fell down, bam! His dog was quiet and did 
not bark. So Kaluvekele pulled himself together and then approached his dog and caught it by its tail, and pulled 
it into his hut. 
 

Here sentence 52, which describes the state of the dog during the events, is an aside from the main event 
line, which describes what Kaluvekele does. The resumption of the main event line in 53a is introduced 
by suwe. 

Finally, the text corpus contains two examples of pakuva ‘because’ and one example each of vone ‘if’ 
and ngana ‘if’ in sentence-initial positions. The first of these is more commonly found following the main 
clause on which it depends (thirteen occurrences in the text corpus), but the reverse order is possible, as 
shown here. 
 

(26) Kaluvekele 8–9 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

8 Imota iya filiyo fya migunda gyakwe  aaviikige (P2.IPFV)  << mu fisandzi fyakwe  
produce of foods of fields his  he.was.putting  in storehouses his  

9a  [Pakuva  --- aali (P2)  mwene  pa kaaye]   
because  he.was  alone  at home  

9b [9a]   ifiliyo  fyagonekaga (P2.IPFV)  miaka givili apangi gidatu  
foods  they.were.lying  years two sometimes three  

He would put the food produce of his fields in his storehouses. Because he was alone at home, the food would lie 
for two years, sometimes three. 

4 Participant reference 

Participant reference is the system of introducing and then tracking the participants in a text. In Bena 
texts, participants can be referred to by a personal name (e.g. ‘Kaluvekele’), a descriptive phrase (e.g. the 
farmer), a noun phrase containing a demonstrative (e.g. ‘that child’), an independent pronoun (e.g. ‘he’) 
or simply by agreement on the verb. The next two sections consider these options in relation to different 
types of participant reference: introduction and further reference. The third section looks at the different 
types of pronouns in the Bena language. 

4.1 Introduction of participants 

The most common way for major participants to be introduced into a new mental representation is 
following a locative verb construction. 
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(27) Kaluvekele 1 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

1a   >> Aali kwali (P2)  umuunu yumwinga  
he.was.there  person one  

1b aatambulwaga (P2.IPFV)  Kaluvekele    
he.was.called  Kaluvekele  

There was a person who was called Kaluvekele. 
 

See also examples (1)–(3) in section 1.3.1. The locative verb construction consists of two -li ‘be’ verbs, 
both inflected for far past. The first agrees with the subject and the second shows locative agreement 
with class 16 (pwali) or 17 (kwali). The participant that is introduced in this way may be followed by the 
modifier -mwinga ‘certain, one’, as in example (27). This same method of introducing a major particpant 
into a new mental representation may also be seen when the participant is being introduced into an 
existing mental representation. 
 

(28) Grandfather 30 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

30a   >> Aali pwali (P2)  umuyava migoda yumwinga [30b]  
he.was.there  witchdoctor one  

30b    [--- ye aahumaga (P2.IPFV)  imbali dza ku Songea] [30c]  
who he.was.coming.from  place of at Songea  

30c   [--- kwe vitigila (PRES)   ku Wutengule]  
which they.say  at Utengule  

There was a certain witchdoctor, who came from a place in Songea, which they called Utengule. 
 

An alternative method of introducing major participants is as the subject of a stative verb, as in Hare and 
Hyena 2a and in the following example: 
 

(29) Dog and Leopard 1 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

1  Pa vutalilo  u-Mbwa nu Duuma  vaali (P2)   nu wunyalumwinga  
at start  dog and leopard  they.were  with unity  

In the beginning Dog and Leopard were together. 
 

Major participants may also be introduced by association with a participant already present in the 
mental representation, as in the next example. 
 

(30) Child and Big Bird 6 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO  

6a Umunya mugunda yula (D:Dist)  akumutumaga (CNS)  umwana vaakwe    
one.with field that  he.sent.him  child his  

6b akalole (SUBJ.ITV)  umuhadiko gula (D:Dist)  
he.should.go.and.see  trap that  

The field owner sent his child to see the trap. 
 

Here the field owner has already been introduced and therefore his child, who is a major participant in 
the story, can be introduced in 6a without a special introduction formula. The same text contains a 
further example of introduction by association as the big bird of 4a is one specific instance of the birds 
previously introduced as a group in 2b. 
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 (31) Child and Big Bird 2–4 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

2a    [Amadzebele  pe gaaviye gakangiye] (P2.ANT)  
maize  when it.was it.has.ripened  

2b [2a]   amadege  gikwadzaga kuliya (CNS)  
birds  they.came to.eat  

3a  Neke  umunya mugunda  
yula (D:Dist)  

awuyapage (CNS.S.I)  umuhadiho   [3b]  

then  one.with field that  he.set  trap  
3b  [nu  --- kuviika   mu mugunda  

ugwa madzebele]  
and  to.put  in field of maize  

4a   Ilidege ilikomi  likwadzaga ukuliya  
(CNS)  

amadzebele  ngita [4b]  

bird big  he.came to.eat  maize  like  
4b [ve lyagitaga (P2.IPFV)   ifigono ifingi]  

how it.was.doing  days others  
When the maize had ripened, the birds came to eat it. Then the field owner set a trap and put it in the maize 
field. A big bird came to eat the maize, just like it had been doing the other days. 
 

Minor participants may also be introduced by association (for example, the child’s companions in Child 
and Big Bird 13) or as the subject of a verb of movement, such as in the next example. 
 

(32) Kaluvekele 18 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

18a Kigono kimwinga pakilo  umuhiidzi  iingiye (P2)  mu migunda gya Kaluvekele  [18b]  
day one night  thief  he.entered  in fields of Kaluvekele  

18b   [--- kuhiidza  imihogo]    
to.steal  cassava  

One day at night a thief entered Kaluvekele's fields to steal cassava. 

4.2 Further reference to participants 

In clauses with continuity of subject, it is common to refer to the participant which is the subject by 
means of verbal affixes alone, as in this example. 
 

(33) Seluhanga 8–9 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

8a   U-Seluhanga  aalolasiidze (P2)  kuno na kuno (D:Ref)  
Seluhanga  she.looked.around  there and there  

8b  neke  --- avone (CNS.S)   kungaya muunu   
then  she.saw  there.is.no person  

9   --- Ikwingilaga (CNS)   mu kaaye ya mufwile yula (D:Dist)  
she.entered  in home of widower that  

Seluhanga looked around and saw there was no one. She went into the widower’s home. 
 

When there is a switch of subject, it is common to use a NP for participant reference. 
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(34) Seluhanga 15–18 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

15a   [--- Pe ikwika (PRES)  ni nyama]   
when she.goes.down  with meat  

15b [15a]   umunya nyama  amugadamiye (P2)  musika guugo (D:Re.Ref)  
one.with meat  he.caught.her  time that  

16a   U-Seluhanga  aakoolile ingoolo [16b] (P2)  
Seluhanga  she.made.noise  

16b   [--- iyapuliise] (P2)     
which.was.heard  

16c  neke  avaanu lilugu  vaadzage kulola (CNS.S.I)  [16d]  
then  people group  they.came to.look  

16d  [nde  >> kihumiye (ANT)  kiki]  
like  it.has.happened  what  

17a   Umunya kaaye  amwibite (P2)     
one.with home  he.caught.her  

17b  neke  --- amubamidze (CNS.S) paasi   
then  he.slammed.her  down  

18 Umuhiidzi yula (D:Dist)  aadeenyike (P2)  ilivoko nu mugongo  
thief that  she.broke  arm and back  

When she got down with the meat, the meat owner suddenly caught her. Seluhanga made a noise which was 
heard so a group of people came to see what had happened. The home owner caught her and then slammed her 
down. That thief broke her arm and back. 
 

In this example, Seluhanga (the major participant of the narrative) is the subject of 15a, 16a and 18, 
whereas her victim (‘the meat owner’ or ‘the home owner’) is the subject of 15b and 17a and a group of 
onlookers is the subject of 16c. 

Clause 18 in the previous example also provides an illustration of a NP containing a distal 
demonstrative. The text corpus contains examples of demonstratives from all three main sets: proximal, 
referential and distal. The last of these is most commonly used, as in the previous example, to refer to a 
major participant that is functioning as the subject of the clause and follows a clause in which the 
subject is different. It is also clear from the text corpus that distal demonstratives are only used in this 
way after the participant in question has been introduced. Many examples of this function of the distal 
demonstrative can be seen in Child and Big Bird (see, for example, umwana yula ‘that child’ in 3a, 6a, 7a, 
9a, 10 and 12a), as the major participants in this narrative are not named. Distal demonstratives are also 
used to refer to important props in a story, such as the trap in Child and Big Bird (6b) or the meat in Dog 
and Leopard (27c, 28a). 

Proximal demonstratives are also used in NPs to refer to participants, but their function differs from 
that of the distal demonstratives in that whereas distal demonstratives are used to track participants that 
are involved in the main event line, proximal demonstratives track participants in backgrounded 
sections. 
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(35) Grandfather 36 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

36a Umuyava migoda uyu (D:Prox)  ikalaga (P2.IPFV)  ku Wutengule kwe [36b]  
witchdoctor this  he.was.living  at Utengule where  

36b   [>> lyavangiye (P2)    iligoka]  
it.started  war  

36c  neke  --- vahelelage (CNS.S.I)  
then  they.went  

36d   --- vihomana (PRES)   ukufika ku Ndzombe kwe [36e]  
they.fight.each.other  until at Njombe where  

36e   [--- lyasiliye] (P2)     
it.finished  

This witchdoctor was living at Utengule, where the war started, then they went and fought each other up to 
Njombe, where it finished. 
 

The noun phrase umuyava migoda uyu ‘this witchdoctor’ describes a major participant in the narrative 
and clauses 36a–b give some backgrounded information regarding his location and the location of the 
start of the war, before continuing with the description of the events of the war. 

In the next example, the proximal demonstrative is again used in a backgrounded section, but this 
time it refers to a minor participant and functions as a demonstrative pronoun rather than a 
demonstrative modifier. 
 

(36) Dog and Leopard 29–30 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

29 Ikigono kya wutayi  vaakoomile kangi (P2)  imato    
day of four  they.killed again  gazelle  

30a   Iyi (D:Prox)  yaali (P2)  ngomi hiilo    
this  it.was  big very.much  

30b na yiyeene (Pro:Add)   --- vaaliye (P2)  <<  [30c]  
and it  they.ate  

30c  [nu  --- kusigadza]     
and  to.leave.over  

The fourth day they killed a gazelle again. This one was very big and they again ate a part of it. 
 

There are not many examples of demonstratives used as pronouns in this way in the text corpus, but it is 
interesting to note that there is a tendency for their reference to be to a minor participant rather than to 
a major one (see Child and Big Bird 18a and 26c for two further examples). 

Referential demonstratives are not as commonly used for participant tracking in the text corpus as 
the other two types of demonstratives. The text which contains the most examples is Spider and Hare, in 
which there are two girls whom Spider asks to marry him. Both girls are referred to as ‘that girl’, using a 
referential demonstrative, at several points throughout the text. For example: 
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(37) Spider and Hare 10 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

10a   U-Ndandadzi  ihelelaga (CNS)  kwa muhindza uyo (D:Ref)  [10b]  
spider  he.went  for girl that  

10b   [--- kumulongela ukutigila]  [10c]  
to.tell.her that  

10c [vagelanidze (SUBJ)  inoolani]    
they.should.arrange  wedding  

Spider went to that girl to tell her than they should arrange a wedding. 
 

Another text which has several examples of referential demonstratives used for participant tracking is 
Dog and Leopard. A gazelle which the two major participants hunt is referred to three times as ‘that 
gazelle’, with a referential demonstrative, as in the following example: 
 

(38) Dog and Leopard 15 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

15a U-Mbwa nu Duuma  vaahuwe (P2)     
dog and leopard  they.spent.day  

15b   --- vinyidza (PRES)  imato iyo (D:Ref)  umunyi gonda [15c]  
they.chase  gazelle that  day all  

15c  [ukufikila  --- pe lisota] (PRES)     
to.reach.at  when it.goes.down  

15d  neke  --- vayiibate (CNS.S)  
then  they.caught.it  

Dog and Leopard spent the whole day chasing that gazelle, until the sun went down, and then they caught it. 
 

In all these examples, the participant referred to with the referential demonstrative is a minor one and 
does not play an agent-like role in the events of the narrative. The girls in Spider and Hare, for example, 
just respond to Spider and Hare’s questions and comments, but do not initiate any action. The gazelle in 
Dog and Leopard is hunted and then eaten. One example in the text corpus suggests that it is the non-
agent role of these participants which is the crucial factor in determining the choice of demonstrative: 
 

(39) Child and Big Bird 8–9 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO  

8a   [Ilidege ilyo (D:Ref)  lyaviye likumuwona] (P2.PRG)  
bird that  it.was it.sees.him  

8b [8a]   --- litigilaga (CNS)    [8c–8e]  
it.said  

8c   [--- Ndinyilika (PRES)     
I.want  

8d   --- undzawule (SUBJ)  
you(sg).should.untie.me  

8e na yuuve (Pro:Add)  ndilakwawula (F2)  << kigono]   
and you(sg)  I.will.help.you(sg)  day  
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 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO  

9a Umwana yula (D:Dist)  akulyawulaga (CNS)     
child that  he.untied.it     

9b   ilidege lila (D:Dist)  lipulundukaga (CNS)  
bird that  it.flew  

9c   --- lihelelaga (CNS)     
it.went  

When that bird saw him, it said, “I want you to untie me and then I will help you one day.” The child untied it 
and that bird flew away. 
 

In 8a, the bird sees the child and is therefore an experiencer and is referred to with the referential 
demonstrative, whereas in 9b, the bird is an agent and referred to with a distal demonstrative 
(Broomhall 2011). (See also Nicolle 2013 on the use of demonstratives in participant reference in Bena.) 

4.3 Pronouns 

As it is possible for verbal affixes to satisfy the subject and object requirements of a verb in Bena, the use 
of independent pronouns is only required under specific circumstances. There are examples of three 
types of independent personal pronouns in the text corpus. 

Firstly, there are examples of the basic set, which are commonly used for contrast, as in the 
following examples: 
 

(40) Famine 10–11 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

10a   Avandzagila  vaatigiye (P2)    [10b–11]  
leaders  they.said  

10b  [Ino  unyeenye (Pro)  mulongolage (SUBJ.IPFV)  ni midzigo   
therefore  you(pl)  you(pl).should.be.going.ahead  with loads  

11   Uneefwe (Pro)  tikwadza (PRES)   mumbele]   
we  we.come  behind  

The leaders said, “So you all should go ahead with the loads. We'll come up behind.” 
 

(41) Grandfather 3 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

3a   Uhwehwe (Pro)  twikalaga (P2.IPFV)  pa Ndzombe  [3b]  
we  we.were.living  at Njombe  

3b    [umwene (Pro)  pe akwikala (PRES)   ku Lupembe]   
he  when he.lives  at Lupembe  

We were living at Njombe, while he was living at Lupembe. 
 

The same pronoun type can also be used to identify one referent of a set, as in the next example: 
 

(42) Grandfather 10 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

10 Ku vidzukuluve vonda  uneene (Pro)  ndakeelige hiilo ukupulihidza (P2)  isimo dza kuuku  
at grandchildren all  I  I.loved very.much to.listen  stories of grandfather  

Of all the grandchildren, I very much loved to listen to Grandfather’s stories. 
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The additive pronoun series is the second most common type of pronoun found in the text corpus. It has 
the meaning ‘as well’ and can be used either in place of a noun or as part of a larger noun phrase, as 
shown below: 
 

(43) Dog and Leopard 6–7 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

6a   U-Mbwa  aapilwise (P2)  
dog  he.answered  

6b   --- itigila (PRES)    [6c–6d]  
he.says  

6c   [--- Ndifwima (PRES)  ifing'ooko    
I.hunt  animals  

6d  pakuva  ndiswamwike (ANT)  inyama]    
because  I.desire  meat  

7a U-Duuma nave (Pro:Add)  aatigiye (P2)    [7b]  
leopard and.he  he.said  

7b [Na yuune (Pro:Add)  ndili (PRES)   pa kufwima]   
and me  I.am  at to.hunt  

Dog answered, saying, “I'm hunting animals because I want meat.” And Leopard said, “I too am hunting.” 
 

Finally, there are two examples of pronouns from the emphatic set in the text corpus, which are used to 
emphasise the referent, as in this example. 
 

(44) Pots 19 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

19a [Nafisaaye nafyo fitonga fidoodo  
fingaya wudzito hiilo (Pro:Add)  

neke lino ifyene 
(Pro:Emph)  

--- pe tilimila  
(PRES)  

<< amalimo]   

even.clay.pots and.they pots little  
without weight very.much  

then now they.themselves  when we.use  work  

19b [19a]   --- fikututanga (PRES)  
they.help.us  

Even clay pots and little containers without much weight, now when we use them for work, they help us. 

5 Tense and aspect in foreground and background 

The events which make up a narrative text tend to be told in chronological order, but it is possible for 
the storyteller to either jump ahead (a ‘flash forward’) or back in the time line (a ‘flashback’). Verb forms 
with the appropriate tense and aspect marking are the main means of guiding the reader or listener 
through the chronology of a text, signalling to him when the information presented is the next event in 
the chronology and when it is not. In a narrative, the main events (told in chronological order) form the 
foreground of the text. Information which falls outside this foreground forms the background of the text. 

In section 5.1, the tense and aspect marking system in Bena is briefly explained. In the next two 
sections, the use of different tense and aspect verb forms in the foreground and background is 
exemplified and discussed. 
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5.1 Tense and aspect markers in Bena4 

In the analysis presented here, four present tense forms are recognised in Bena. The general present 
(here labelled PRES) is used for present progressive and present time reference which is not marked for 
aspect. The habitual (HAB) expresses situations which take place regularly or repeatedly in some way. 
The persistive (PER) refers to a situation that began at an earlier time and continues to hold. The 
anterior (ANT) is characterised by present relevance, describing situations which live on or whose 
consequences live on. 

In the text corpus, two levels of past tense can be recognised: near (P1) and far (P2). Each of these 
two tenses has an imperfective (P1.IPFV and P2.IPFV) and a perfective (P1 and P2) form. The perfective 
forms can be used as auxiliaries and combined with a main verb in an aspect-marked present tense to 
create a compound form, such as P2.ANT (far past anterior). Two levels of future tense can also be seen 
in Bena: near (F1) and far (F2). 

The consecutive (CNS) is a dependent verb form which takes its time reference from that of a 
preceding verb. In narrative texts, the consecutive most commonly has a far past reference. The labels 
CNS.S (consecutive subjunctive) and CNS.S.I (consecutive subjunctive imperfective) refer to functionally 
similar forms which likewise take their time reference from the framework established by a preceding 
verb. Both these forms must follow the connective neke ‘then’ in order to be understood as consecutives, 
as formally they are subjunctives (SUBJ and SUBJ.IPFV) and are understood as such in the absence of 
neke. Bena also has an imperative (IMP), which can likewise be marked with the imperfective suffix 
(IMP.IPFV). In the case of the consecutive, subjunctive and imperative, the label “imperfective” simply 
reflects the formal presence of the morpheme -ag (which in past tense forms has an imperfective 
function), rather than a functional analysis. The function of this morpheme in these verb forms is as yet 
unclear. A further type of subjunctive found in the corpus is the subjunctive itive (SUBJ.ITV). 

Finally, the label “conditional” (CND) does not represent a distinct verb form, but is used to show 
the function of clauses which contain connectives such as wone ‘if’, ngana ‘if’ and nde ‘even’. The 
combination of one of these connectives plus an anterior or subjunctive verb form creates a conditional 
clause. 

5.2 Foreground 

In some of the texts in the corpus, the typical verb form for describing the main event line of a narrative 
is the consecutive and in other texts, it is the far past. The first of these is illustrated by this example. 
 

(45) Hare and Hyena 16 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

16a   U-Ngamusungula  inyamulaga (CNS)  ikibadu ikinya wubaaga  
hare  he.took  carved.spoon it.having porridge  

16b   --- inyuwaga (CNS)    
he.drank  

16c   umuyagwe  iigita kunaava swe (PRES) 
his.companion  he.makes to.lick just  

Hare took a carved spoon with porridge on it and drank, his companion could just lick. 
 

Here the far time reference has already been established in the previous discourse and therefore the 
consecutive is understood to also refer to the far past. The two consecutive events (Hare taking the spoon 
and drinking the porridge) are expressed with the consecutive, whereas the event which is simultaneous 

                                                  
4 See Morrison 2011 for a more thorough description of tense and aspect in Bena. 
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with these (his companion licking) is expressed with a present tense, which is likewise understood with a 
past time reference because of the time framework that has been established. 

The following example illustrates the alternative narrative strategy, that of using the far past tense: 
 

(46) Dog and Leopard 23–24 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

23a Ikigono kya wuvili  --- vaafwimile (P2)   kitambulila kiinu  
day of two  they.hunted  without.being.successful thing  

23b   --- vaagonile (P2)   kitaliya   
they.slept  without.eating  

24a Ikigono kya wudatu  --- vaafwimile (P2)     
day of three  they.hunted  

24b  neke  --- vakome (CNS.S)  inyaludzi [24c–24d]  
then  they.killed  dik-dik  

24c   [--- ye vaaliye (P2)  [24d]  
which they.ate  

24d  [nu  --- kugombola]     
and  to.leave.over  

The second day they hunted without sucess and went to sleep without eating. The third day they hunted and 
killed a dik-dik, which they ate a part of. 
 

Here three consecutive events (hunting, sleeping, hunting) are expressed with the far past verb form. A 
fourth consecutive event (killing) is instead conveyed by the consecutive subjunctive following the 
connective neke ‘then’. As discussed in section 3.2, this connective marks either thematic developments 
or events which are contingent on previous ones. The subjunctive verb which follows neke and is used to 
describe a consecutive event may or may not include the imperfective morpheme -ag. The choice 
between the subjunctive and the subjunctive imperfective in these cases shows a correlation with the 
choice between the far past and the consecutive as an overall narrative strategy. That is, texts which 
favour the far past over the consecutive also favour the subjunctive over the subjunctive imperfective, 
and vice versa. Table 6 illustrates this with data from four texts. The numbers represent the number of 
occurrences of the different verb forms in main clauses (excluding speech). 

Table 6. Narrative strategies 

 P2 CNS neke+SUBJ neke+SUBJ.IPFV 
Child and Big Bird 1 38 0 5 
Dog and Leopard 33 3 8 3 
Seluhanga 18 3 4 1 
Spider and Hare 2 47 1 4 

 

The difference between the first and fourth texts on the one hand and the second and third on the other 
cannot simply be explained away by a difference in the number of backgrounded versus foregrounded 
clauses in the texts. The two texts which favour the consecutive use the far past for background (shown 
in the next section), but the consecutive for narrative events. The other two texts use the far past for 
both these functions, with the occasional use of the consecutive for the foreground. As the consecutive 
verb form contains the imperfective morpheme -ag (see example (45) clauses 16a and 16b), this means 
that the texts show an overall tendency to use -ag in narrating events (CNS and CNS.S.I) or not to do so 
(P2 and CNS.S). Some initial investigation has suggested that these different strategies may be indicators 
of different dialects. As noted in section 3.1, there is also a tendency for those texts which favour the 
consecutive as a narrative strategy to use auxiliaries in temporal relative clauses. 
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If an event in the foreground of a text has imperfective aspect, the far past imperfective may be 
used, as in this example. 
 

(47) Kaluvekele 34 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

34a  [Pakuva  --- paali pe (P2)  kilo kangi kutiitu]  
because  it.was then  night again black  

34b [34a]   --- aatovige (P2.IPFV)  mu mataamilo   
he.was.beating in buttocks  

Because it was night and dark, he beat (his) buttocks. 
 

Here the choice of verb form makes it clear that the beating was not a single action, but a repeated one. 

5.3 Background 

All ten narrative texts in the corpus begin with sections containing backgrounded material. The main 
clause verbs in these sections tend to be either far past perfectives or far past imperfectives. The next 
example illustrates both of these. 
 

(48) Kaluvekele 1–5 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

1a   >> Aali kwali (P2)  umuunu yumwinga  
he.was.there  person one  

1b aatambulwaga (P2.IPFV)  Kaluvekele    
he.was.called  Kaluvekele  

2 Umuunu uyu (D:Prox)  iikalaga mwene (P2.IPFV)  kwi Hovandza   
person this  he.lived alone  at Ihovandza  

3a Mu minanile gyakwe  u-Kaluvekele  asaatoolile (P2)  umunyagati  poonu   
in life his  Kaluvekele  he.did.not.marry  wife  at.all  

3b  kangi  --- aali (P2)   mungaya mwana   
again  he.was  without child  

4 Pa kaaye yaakwe  --- iikalaga (P2.IPFV)   ni mbwa yaakwe suwe  
at home his  he.lived  with dog his just  

5 Imbwa iyi (D:Prox)   ayipeeliye (P2)  <<ilitaawa Kolandzi  
dog this   he.gave.him  name Kolandzi  

There was a person who was called Kaluvekele. This person lived alone in Ihovandza. Kaluvekele never took a 
wife, and he did not have any children. He lived at home with just his dog. He had given this dog the name 
Kolandzi. 
 

As in this example, the far past perfective is typically used at the start of a narrative with a verb of 
introduction (1a) and to describe states which existed before the start of the main event line (3a), or 
events which happened before that point (5). If the far past imperfective occurs instead, it is usually used 
to express situations which began before the start of the main event line and continue to hold (1b, 2, 4). 
The same pattern can be seen in non-initial backgrounded sections in the text. 

In texts where the narrative strategy for the foreground is the far past perfective rather than the 
consecutive, there is no difference in verb form use between the foreground and the background. The 
switch between foreground and background can instead be signalled by the use of a temporal point of 
departure, such as kigono kimwinga ‘one day’ (for example, Dog and Leopard 4), or by a change in 
demonstrative choice (see section 4.2). 
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Other tense forms may be used for sections of the text which are not part of the main event line, 
such as conclusions. 
(49) Seluhanga 23–24 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

23 Ukuhumila baaho  u-Seluhanga  ali (PRES)   ni kiduudzu pa mugongo  
since then  Seluhanga  she.is  with hump at back  

24a  Lino  --- aigenda (HAB)  
now  she.always.walks  

24b   --- agundime (ANT)  
she.has.bent.over  

Since then Seluhanga has a hump on her back. Now she walks bent over. 
 

Here there are examples of three different present tenses: general present, habitual and anterior. 

6 Information structure 

Information structure deals with the relationship between linguistic form and the nature of the 
information it presents. Sentence structure reflects a speaker or writer’s assumptions about what the 
hearer or reader already knows. For example, the writer of a narrative may use a certain constituent 
order when the information expressed by the object is what the sentence is about (the topic), compared 
to when the object does not fulfil this particular role. What is said about the topic is termed the comment. 
A sentence in which there is a topic and a comment about that topic is said to have topic-comment 
articulation. If the topic of a sentence is the same as that of the previous sentence, it is called a continued 
topic. If it is different, it is called a switch topic. 

Another important information structure category is that of focus. For example, a writer may mark a 
constituent with a special particle when it fills an informational gap in a reader’s mental representation 
of a text. Such a constituent is called the focus of the sentence. If a whole sentence is given without any 
link to the established context, that sentence has sentence focus. If the subject of a sentence is already 
established in the discourse context and the predicate fills an informational gap about that subject in the 
reader’s mental represenation, that sentence is said to have predicate focus. If, rather than the sentence as 
a whole or the predicate, an argument of the verb is the focus, that sentence is an example of argument 
focus. A sentence with a focused argument is said to have identificational articulation, as it identifies 
which argument should fill the gap in the reader’s mental representation of the text. 

In Bena, the information structure categories outlined above are chiefly expressed through 
constituent order and syntactic structure. 

6.1 Presentational articulation (sentence focus) 

In presentation articulation, an entity is introduced into a text without being linked to any established 
material. In Bena, this most commonly happens after a locative verb, as in this example. 
 

(50) Seluhanga 1 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

1a   >> Aali kwali (P2)  umuunu yumwinga  
he.was there.was  person one  

1b   ilitaawa lyakwe  aatambulwaga (P2.IPFV)  Seluhanga    
name her  she.was.called  Seluhanga  

There was a certain person, her name was Seluhanga. 
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See also Child and Big Bird 1a, Grandfather 30a, Kaluvekele 1a and Ndegenyi 1a and the discussion in 
section 4.1. 

6.2 Topic-comment articulation (predicate focus with a switch topic) 

Topic-comment sentence articulation is very common in the Bena text corpus. When the topic is a 
grammatical subject and is the same as the previous topic (a continued topic), the default way to refer to 
that topic is simply by the subject prefix in the verb. When instead there is a change from the previous 
topic (a switch topic) and the new topic constituent is one which by default occurs post-verbally, such as 
an object or complement, this constituent is preposed. For example: 
 

(51) Kaluvekele 6–8 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

6   U-Kaluvekele  aali (P2)  mulimi hiilo    
Kaluvekele  he.was  farmer very.much  

7a Aalimiige (P2.IPFV)  imigunda [7b]    
he.farmed  fields  

7b   [--- mwe aliilaga  
(P2.IPFV)  

imihogo amangoogo ing'owo amadzebele  
ihalaagi pamwinga ni filiyo ifingi fyoloofu]  

 which 
he.was.eating.from  

cassava peanuts fruit maize beans together with foods   
other many  

8 Imota iya filiyo  
fya migunda gyakwe  

aaviikige  
(P2.IPFV)  

<< mu fisandzi fyakwe  

produce of foods  
of fields his  

he.was.putting  in storehouses his  

Kaluvekele was very much a farmer. He farmed fields from which he ate cassava, peanuts, fruit, maize, beans 
and many other foods. He would put the food produce of his fields in his storehouses. 
 

The topic of sentence 7 is Kaluvekele, which is the same as the topic of the preceding sentence and is 
thus a continued topic. As is usual, the reference to the continued topic in 7 is by means of verbal affixes 
alone. Then in sentence 8 we have a switch topic, which is the object of the verb, but has been preposed 
to show its status as a switch topic. The rest of sentence 8 is the comment about this new topic. 

The topicalisation of an object in this way can create a potential ambiguity if the wider discourse 
context is not considered. In the next example, the NP of sentence 13 is a topicalised object, but out of 
context could be interpreted as a subject in its usual pre-verbal position (as natural gender is not 
distinguished in Bena pronominal forms). 
 

(52) Ndegenyi 11–13 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

11a   U-Ndegenyi  aatige (P2)    [11b–11e]  
Ndegenyi  he.said  

11b [Yuuva   --- sindiitega (PRES)  ng'uku dzaako  
woman  I.do.not.trap  chickens your(sg)  

11c   --- lolage (IMP.IPFV)  umugunda ugu (D:Prox)  
look  field this  

11d   --- guli (PRES)   ku lubali   
it.is  at far  

11e   --- gusili (PRES)   biihi ni kaaye]   
it.is.not  near by home  
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 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

12a Umunya mugunda  aatigiye (P2)    [12b–12c]  
one.with field  she.said  

12b  [Nambi  uveeve (Pro)  wiitega (PRES)  ng'uku dzangu  
even  you(sg)  you(sg).trap  chickens my  

12c  kye kileka  --- dzipungukage yimwi yimwi] (CNS.S.I)  
this.is.why  they.decrease one one  

13 Umudiimi Ndegenyi uyu (D:Prox)   --- asaafuuvilwe (P2) <<   
boy Ndegenyi this  she.did.not.believe  

Ndegenyi said, “Woman, I'm not trapping your chickens, look, this field is far away, it is not near to the house.” 
The field owner said, “You are trapping my chickens, this is why they are decreasing, one by one.” She did not 
believe this boy Ndegenyi. 
 

The preceding context makes it clear that it is the field owner who does not believe Ndegenyi and not 
the other way around. 

Although it is normal for continued topics to be referred to simply by verbal affixes, it is possible for 
other factors to overrule this behaviour, as shown in the next example. 
 

(53) Dog and Leopard 29–30 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

29 Ikigono kya wutayi  vaakoomile kangi (P2)  imato    
day of four  they.killed again  gazelle  

30a   Iyi (D:Prox)  yaali (P2)  ngomi hiilo    
this  it.was  big very.much  

30b na yiyeene (Pro:Add)   --- vaaliye (P2)  <<  [30c]  
and it  they.ate  

30c  [nu  --- kusigadza]     
and  to.leave.over  

The fourth day they killed a gazelle again. This one was very big and they again ate a part of it. 
 

At this point in the narrative Dog and Leopard have already killed another animal and not finished 
eating it at once (sentence 24). In order to encourage the reader to make the link between that event and 
the one described here, an additive pronoun is used in 30b. This pronoun is preposed as it refers to the 
gazelle which is the topic of the sentence, as shown by the demonstrative pronoun subject of 30a. 

When the topic in an instance of topic-comment articulation coincides with the grammatical subject 
of the clause, its status as a topic can be shown by a pause between the subject and the verb, as can be 
heard in the recording for the following example from one of the oral texts: 
 

(54) Famine 10–12 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

10a   Avandzagila  vaatigiye (P2)    [10b–11]  
leaders  they.said  

10b  [Ino  unyeenye (Pro)  mulongolage (SUBJ.IPFV)  ni midzigo   
therefore  you(pl)  you(pl).should.be.going.ahead  with loads  

11   Uneefwe (Pro)  tikwadza (PRES)   mumbele]   
we  we.come  behind  
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 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

12a   [--- Avaalonguwe (P2)  ni midzigo vala] (D:Dist)  
those.who.went.ahead  with loads those  

12b   [12a]  vihelelaga (CNS)   mu ng'aasi   
they.went  in way  

12c   --- vigenda (PRES)     
they.walk  

12d   --- vigenda (PRES)   ukufika kwa kuuku  
they.walk  until at grandfather  

The leaders said, “So you all should go ahead with the loads. We'll come up behind.” Those who went ahead 
with the loads, they went on their way, they walked and walked until Grandfather’s place. 
 

The subject of clauses 12b–d is the relative clause 12a. There is a clear pause between the subject and 
the first of the verbs, indicating that the subject is topicalised. 

If a clause contained other pre-verbal material besides the subject, then it is assumed that the subject 
could be marked as a topic by being preposed before that material. However, there are no examples of 
this in the text corpus. 

In the examples discussed so far in this section, the topicalised constituents have been part of the 
clause nucleus. It is also possible for a constituent which is external to the nucleus of the clause to 
function as an ‘external topic’, as in this example. 
 

(55) Seluhanga 2–3 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

2   Umudala uyu (D:Prox)  aali (P2)  muhiidzi hiilo    
woman this  she.was  thief very.much  

3a Ukulima   --- aali (P2)  mugata    
to.farm  she.was  lazy  

3b umwene (Pro)   amalimo gaakwe  wu  wuhiidzi swe    
she  work her  is  thieving just  

This woman was a prolific thief. As for farming, she was lazy; for her, her work was just thieving. 
 

The constituents in the Pre-NO column in both 3a and 3b can be analysed as external topics. 

6.3 Identificational articulation (argument focus) 

The text corpus contains some examples of a cleft construction used to express identificational 
articulation, such as in the following example: 
 

(56) Pots 15 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

15a   --- Tiigelage (SUBJ.IPFV)  
we.should.learn  

15b   [ifiinu ndawuli ifi (D:Prox)  fye tibedalila] (PRES)  
  things like these  which we.disregard  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

15c   [15b]  fye fyene (PRES)  [15d]    
they.are  

15d [ifikwananga (PRES)  na 
malimo]  

  

which.spoil  and work  
We should learn that things like these which we disregard, these are the things which spoil work. 
 

The presupposition here is that there are things which spoil work and here the focus of this 
presupposition is identified as ‘things like these which we disregard’. 

Constituents can also be focused by postposing, as in the next example. 
 

(57) Grandfather 6–7 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

6   Ukuuku veesu  aali (P2)  mumosi hiilo    
grandfather our  he.was  rich.person very  

7 Uwumosi waakwe  >> dzaali (P2)  << isimo idza kataali  
wealth his  they.were  stories of long.ago  

Our grandfather was a very rich person. Stories of long ago were his wealth. 
 

The grammatical subject of sentence 7 is the NP ‘stories of long ago’, which is postposed. The 
complement of the verb is the NP ‘his wealth’, which is preposed as the topic of the sentence. Thus the 
sentence has topic-comment articulation, with part of the comment focused, and the word order OVS. 

The example below is similar, but shown in a sentence of two clauses with two different grammatical 
subjects. 
 

(58) Dog and Leopard 36–37 
  Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

36a   U-Duuma  aaheliye (P2)   kwa mwipwave  [36b]  
leopard  he.went  to uncle  

36b   [--- kuhungila  kivembo]    
to.greet  misfortune  

37a Inyama   --- aalekile (P2)  <<   
meat  he.left  

37b   >> iloleela (PRES)    u-Mbwa  
he.looks.at  dog  

Leopard went to condole his uncle for his bereavement. He left the meat, Dog was looking after it. 
 

Here the object ‘meat’ is topicalised in 37a and the subject of this clause, Leopard, is expressed with a 
verbal affix. In the next clause there is a new subject, Dog, shown with a NP which is postposed into the 
post-verbal focus position, identifying Dog as the one who was looking after the meat (and not Leopard). 

7 Relative clauses 

Relative clauses are dependent clauses which provide information about a noun phrase. In Bena, the 
relative clause can be constructed with either a relative pronoun which is a separate phonological word 
from the verb and occurs immediately before it or a relative prefix which attaches to the verb. These two 
types of relative clauses are considered in turn in the following sections. 
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7.1 Relative pronouns 

The most common type of relative pronoun in the text corpus is the class 16 pronoun pe which occurs in 
a temporal relative clause, as shown in section 3.1. In all but a few cases, this relative clause precedes 
the main clause, as in this example. 
 

(59) Dog and Leopard 52 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

52a   [--- Pe alongile (ANT)  idzi] (D:Prox)    
when he.has.said  these  

52b [52a]   u-Mbwa  aahwadzidze (P2)  umudegenda gwakwe  
dog  he.wagged  tail his  

52c  neke  --- ahege (CNS.S)     
then  he.left  

52d   --- ikimbila (PRES)     
he.runs  

When he had said this, Dog wagged his tail and ran off. 
 

This sentence follows a speech by Dog (sentences 50–51) and therefore the relative clause of 52a does 
not add new information to the discourse context. The positioning of the relative clause before the main 
clause here reflects a general tendency in Bena for old or established information to precede new 
information. However, even when the temporal relative clause follows a main clause, it tends to carry 
some form of old or established information. 
 

(60) Kaluvekele 55–56 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

55 Humbe   >> lyali (P2)    lidembwe  
gosh  it.was  elephant  

56a   --- Oogwipe mbandu (P2)  [56b–56c]  
he.was.afraid very.much  

56b   [--- pe iinatiye (ANT)  ukutigila [56c]  
when he.has.realised  that  

56c   [--- ayiweene (ANT)  indembwe]    
he.has.seen  elephant  

Gosh, it was an elephant. He was very afraid when he realised that he had seen an elephant. 
 

The sighting of the elephant is described in the sentences before 56. 
Leaving aside the use of the class 16 relative clause as a temporal connective, the most common use 

of the relative clause in Bena is to convey further information about an entity which is mentioned in the 
preceding clause. 
 

(61) Grandfather 30 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

30a   >> Aali pwali (P2)  umuyava migoda yumwinga [30b]  
he.was.there  witchdoctor one  

30b    [--- ye aahumaga (P2.IPFV)  imbali dza ku Songea] [30c]  
who he.was.coming.from  place of at Songea  

30c    [--- kwe vitigila (PRES)   ku Wutengule]  
which they.say  at Utengule  

There was a certain witchdoctor, who came from a place in Songea, which they called Utengule. 
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In almost all the examples of this kind in the text corpus, the relative clause follows the clause on which 
it is dependent and conveys information which is new to the discourse context. 

The NP which is modified by the relative clause may be the subject of the relative clause verb, as in 
30b of the previous example, or its object, as in the next example. 
 

(62) Kaluvekele 31 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

31a   --- Aalamwike (P2)    [31b]  
he.got.up  

31b  [nu  --- kufwala  ulutambala lwakwe] [31c]  
and  to.put.on  wrap his  

31c   [--- lwe apagiike (ANT)  pa lugowo]   
which he.has.hung  at rope  

31d  neke  --- anyamule (CNS.S)  ikisondzo kyakwe  mu liwoko  
then  he.took  club his  in hand  

He got up and put on his wrap which he had hung on a rope, then he took his club in his hand. 
 

In all the examples in the corpus of relative clauses using a relative pronoun, the NP which is modified 
by the relative clause is the object or the complement of the preceding clause. If this is not the case, a 
relative clause prefix is used instead of the pronoun, as will be shown in the next section. 

When the subject of the relative clause verb is explicit and part of the relative clause, it occurs after 
the verb. 
 

(63) Spider and Hare 9 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

9a Umuhindza uyo (D:Ref)  ikwidikilaga (CNS)  [9b]    
girl that  she.agreed  

9b   [>> lwe amupaviye (ANT)  u-Sude]  
which he.has.warned.her  hare  

That girl agreed with what Hare warned her about. 
 

There are six other examples in the text corpus of this kind and in all of them the subject occurs after the 
verb. 

It is possible to use a relative clause pronoun without an explicit mention of the NP which it 
modifies. 
 

(64) Kaluvekele 24 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

24a   [--- Pe ilonga (PRES)  dzonda idzi] (D:Prox)  
when he.speaks  all these  

24b [24a]   imbwa  yaalemilwe ukulufika nambi ukulukagula  
(P2)  

[24c]    

dog  it.is.defeated to.recognise even to.understand  
24c   [--- lwe ilonga] (PRES)  

which he.speaks  
As he was saying all this, the dog was unable to understand what he was talking about. 
 

The class 11 relative pronoun lwe can refer to something which has been spoken, as above, or to a time, 
when used in this way. The class 2 pronoun ve and the class 7 pronoun kye can be used in a similar way 
to express manner, as shown in the following two examples. 
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(65) Child and Big Bird 25 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

25a   Umwana yula  
(D:Dist)  

iwuyaga (CNS)   ku kaaye   

child that  he.returned  at home  
25b   --- ilongaga (CNS)  londa [25c]    

he.told  all  
25c   [>> lwe vakamulimiye (P1)  avayagwe] [25d]  

which they.did.to.him  his.companions  
25d  [na  --- ve akawulilwe (P1)  ni lidege]   

and  how he.was.untied  by bird  
The child returned home and told all about what his companions did to him and how he was untied by a bird. 
 

(66) Dog and Leopard 19 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

19a   U-Duuma  aadzumile (P2)   [19b]   
leopard  he.was.surprised  

19b   [umuyagwe  kye atigiine] (ANT)  [19c–19d]  
his.companion  how he.tried  

19c  [nu  --- kuliya    [19d]  
and  to.eat  

19d   [--- amale mwene] (SUBJ)  
he.should.finish alone  

Leopard was surprised at how his companion tried to eat and finish it by himself. 

7.2 Relative prefixes 

The relative prefix in Bena attaches to the verb before the subject concord marker. For class 1 nouns and 
first and second person pronouns, the prefix is ye and for all other classes, the prefix is a vowel which is 
the same as the vowel of the subject concord marker. (For example, in the verb of clause 20c in the 
example below, the relative prefix is u- as the subject concord is gu-, which is realised as gw- before a 
vowel.) 

There are thirteen examples of verbs containing a relative prefix in the text corpus. In all these 
examples, the NP which is modified by the relative clause is the subject of the relative clause verb. 
 

(67) Child and Big Bird 20 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

20a   Umwana yula  
(D:Dist)  

akwikalaga (CNS)  kuko ku mubiki  
ifigono fivili  
(D:Re.Ref)  

 

child that  he.stayed  right.there at tree days two  
20b  neke  >> gwadzage (CNS.S.I)  ugudege uguvaha  

ndawuli gugula (D:Re.Dist) [20c]  
then  it.came  bird big like that  

20c   [--- ugwagwiliye (P2)  mu muhadiho ku mugunda]  
which.had.fallen.into  in trap at field  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

20d  neke  --- gunyilikage (CNS.S.I)  
then  he.asked  

20e   --- agwawule (SUBJ)  
it.should.untie.him  

The child stayed right there in the tree for two days and then a big bird like the one which had fallen into the 
trap in the field came and then he asked it to untie him. 
 

(68) Child and Big Bird 26 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

26a   Avavaha vala  
(D:Dist)  

vihelelaga  
kuvawuudza  (CNS)  

avayagwe vala [26b]  
(D:Dist)  

  

parents those  they.went to.ask.them  his.companions those  
26b   [--- avakamulekile (P1)   ku libiki]   

who.left.him  at tree  
26c   vala (D:Dist)  vikaanaga (CNS)     

those  they.denied  
The parents went to ask those companions who left him in the tree, they denied it. 
 

The relativised NP may be the subject of the main clause verb, as in (67), or the object, as in (68). It is 
also possible for a relative clause constructed with the relative prefix to be headless, as shown here. 
 

(69) Famine 12 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

12a   [--- Avaalonguwe (P2)  ni midzigo vala] (D:Dist)  
those.who.went.ahead  with loads those  

12b   [12a]  vihelelaga (CNS)   mu ng'aasi   
they.went  in way  

12c   --- vigenda (PRES)     
they.walk  

12d   --- vigenda (PRES)   ukufika kwa kuuku  
they.walk  until at grandfather  

Those who went ahead with the loads, they went on their way, they walked and walked until Grandfather’s 
place. 
 

In those grammatical conditions which allow both constructions, further research is needed to determine 
whether the choice between a relative pronoun and a relative prefix is affected by discourse features. 

8 Reported speech 

8.1 Direct and indirect speech 

Direct speech is the default means of reporting speech in the text corpus. There is only one example of 
indirect speech in the text corpus: 
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(70) Famine 1 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

1a Ikigono kimwinga  ukuuku  andongiye (P2)    ukutigila [1b]  
day one  grandfather  he.told.me  that  

1b   [>> fyali (P2)  ifigono fya magoha]  
it.was  days of war  

One day Grandfather told me that there were days of war. 
 

The whole of the rest of the text can be considered indirect speech as the narrator proceeds to tell the 
story which his grandfather told him. The conjunction ukutigila ‘that’ is the infinitive form of the verb ‘to 
say’ and is elsewhere used to introduce non-speech-dependent clauses (see, for example, Kaluvekele 
56b). It is not used to introduce direct speech. 

8.2 Speech introducers 

Speech introducers in the text corpus almost always include some form of the verb -tigila ‘say’. It is 
equally common for this verb to occur alone or as the second verb of two, as the next examples illustrate. 
 

(71) Seluhanga 22 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

22a   Avaanu  vaapulihiidze (P2)  dzonda    
people  they.heard  all  

22b  neke  --- vatigile (CNS.S)    [22c]  
then  they.said  

22c   [Idzo (D:Ref)  --- ngelela dzaakwe]  
that  foolishness her  

The people heard everything and said, “This is her foolishness.” 
 

(72) Hare and Hyena 19 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

19a   U-Ngamufifi  ihigaga (CNS)  
hyena  he.answered  

19b   --- itigilaga (CNS)    [19c]  
he.said  

19c  [Ha kangi manyi  --- akudzeeliye] (ANT)     
hey again why  he.knows.you  

Hyena answered, saying, “Ha, but doesn't he know you?” 
 

In this second type, both verbs are inflected for subject. The two verbs may occur in the same TAM form 
as each other, as in the example above, or in different ones, as in the next example. 
 

(73) Dog and Leopard 6 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

6a   U-Mbwa  aapilwise (P2)  
dog  he.answered  

6b   --- itigila (PRES)    [6c–6d]  
he.says  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

6c   [--- Ndifwima (PRES)  ifing'ooko    
I.hunt  animals  

6d  pakuva  ndiswamwike (ANT)  inyama]    
because  I.desire  meat  

Dog answered, saying, “I'm hunting animals because I want meat.” 
 

There are no restrictions on the TAM of the first verb, but the second verb must be a consecutive or a 
general present tense. If the first verb is a consecutive, the second verb is more likely to be a consecutive 
than a present. If the first verb is a far past, the second verb is more likely to be a present than a 
consecutive. This is a part of the general pattern already noted regarding the choice between the 
consecutive and the far past in narration (see section 5.2). 

All but one of the speech orienters in the text corpus are found before the speeches which they 
introduce. The one exception is shown below. 
 

(74) Dog and Leopard 10 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

10a  [Ndakyene  --- --- lukolo hela]    
certainly  clan just  

10b [10a]   >> aapilwise (P2)    u-Duuma  
he.answered  leopard  

“Definitely one clan,” answered Leopard. 
 

This example is also one of the few examples of a speech orienter which does not include a form of the 
verb -tigila ‘to say’. 

There is also one example in the corpus of a speech which has no orienter. 
 

(75) Spider and Hare 11–15 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

11a Umuhindza uyo (D:Ref)  ikaanaga (CNS)     
girl that  she.refused  

11b   --- itigilaga (CNS)    [11c]  
she.said  

11c [Ka Nangi veya   Nde muyago >> sindiweesa ukunega  
 (PRES)  

ululenga  une ka]  
[12–15] (Pro) 

no no friend  I your(sg).companion  I.cannot to.fetch  water  I no  
12  [Ewuli  --- ---    

how  
13  Mbona  --- tukamalile ukupuling'ana (P1)  

why  we.finished to.have.understanding  
14  Lino  --- ndiigita (PRES)  wuli    

now  I.do  what  
15   --- Ve tilekine] (ANT)  

thus we.have.left.each.other  
That girl refused, saying, “No! No, friend! I your companion cannot fetch water, not me!” “What's up? But we 
had an understanding, didn't we? What do I do now? So are we leaving each other?” 
 

At this point in the narrative only Spider and the girl are involved in the conversation and it is therefore 
clear that the speaker of 12–15 is Spider, even without a speech introducer. 
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8.3 Vocatives 

The text corpus contains several examples of vocatives in direct speech. In Dog and Leopard, see, for 
example, ve Mbwa ‘you Dog’ (5d), veya Mbwa ‘friend Dog’ (20b) and uveeve ‘you’ (51). Vocatives are also 
used in non-speech portions of the text to catch the attention of the reader, as in this example. 
 

(76) Kaluvekele 61 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

61 Vadzeela vangu  umuyeesu u-Kaluvekele  akutuwuulanidza  
(PRES)  

lukaani lukomi    

dear.ones my  our.companion Kaluvekele  he.teaches.us  thing big  
My friends, our fellow Kaluvekele is teaching us a big thing. 

9 Emphasis 

Emphasis, or emphatic prominence, should not be confused with information structure categories like 
topic or focus. Emphasis is not concerned with the information status of linguistic items, but rather with 
the choice made by the author or speaker to highlight certain items as important in comparison to 
others. Bena has some lexical expressions of emphasis, which will be illustrated in section 9.1, and also 
uses repetition to mark emphasis, as will be shown in section 9.2. 

9.1 Lexical expressions of emphasis 

One word which can occur in highlighted sentences in the corpus is humbi or humbe, which is an 
interjection expressing surprise. Two examples of this can be seen below: 
 

(77) Kaluvekele 55 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

55 Humbe   >> lyali (P2)    lidembwe  
gosh  it.was  elephant  

Gosh, it was an elephant. 
 

(78) Seluhanga 14 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

14a   [--- Pe  idewuwe] (PRES)  
when  she.has.forgotten.herself  

14b humbe [14a]   umunya nyama  amuweene (P2)     
gosh  one.with meat  he.saw.her  

When she was not paying attention, gosh, the meat owner saw her. 
 

Both of these sentences come at exciting points in the narrative. 
Other words associated with emphasis in Bena are haamu, ndaa and nambi, which all mean ‘at all’ 

when used with negative verbs. 
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(79) Grandfather 11 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

11a  [Nde  >> guviye (CND.SUBJ)  musika gwa kuhelela kugona]  
even  it.should.be  time of to.go to.sleep  

11b [11a]   --- sindasindzilaga haamu (P2.IPFV)  
I.was.not.dozing at.all  

Even if it was time to go to sleep, I would not doze at all. 
 

(80) Kaluvekele 60 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

60a  Pambele  --- aavangile ukuhoodza (P2)  
later  he.started to.think  

60b   --- itigila (PRES)    [60c–60d]  
he.says  

60c [Humbi ve muunu ukwikala  uli (PRES)  mwene  ku daasi   
gosh you(sg) person to.live  you(sg).are  alone  at bush  

60d   --- si (PRES)  lunofu ndaa]    
not  good at.all  

Later he started to think and said, “Gosh, for a person to live by yourself in the bush is not good at all.” 
 

(81) Grandfather 32 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

32a   Umudadzi  pe  iitova (PRES)   ni huute   
German  when  he.fires  with guns  

32b   --- sidzilavakoma nambi (F2)  
they.will.not.kill.you(pl) at.all  

32c pakuva mu huute  >> lwihumaga (CNS)  ululenga]  
because in gun  it.will.come.out  water  

When the German fires the guns, they will not kill you at all, because out of the gun will come water.” 
 

In these examples the word for ‘at all’ can be removed without affecting the basic meaning of the clause, 
but its presence serves to intensify the negative statement and thus highlight it. 

Equative clauses in Bena are commonly expressed without an overt copula, but some examples in the 
text corpus suggest that if the predicate is highlighted, a copula is used, such as in clause 44a of the next 
example. 
 

(82) Spider and Hare 41–44 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

41a   Avaanu  vakumuwuudzaga (CNS)  
people  they.asked.him  

41b   --- vitigila (PRES)    [41c–42]  
they.say  

41c [Be   --- ukali (P1)   kwiya   
you(sg)  you(sg).were  where  

42  Wuli  amasikidza gaako  --- mataali]    
why  ears your(sg)  long  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

43a   --- Ihigaga (CNS)     
he.answered  

43b   --- itigilaga (CNS)    [43c–44b]  
he.said  

43c   [--- Ndikali (P1)   kukyanya   
I.was  up  

43d   >> aang'onguwe (P2)  u-Ndandadzi uyu (D:Prox)  
he.persuaded.me  spider this  

43e   --- tuhele (SUBJ)   pamwinga kukyanya  
we.should.go  together up  

44a   Aga (D:Prox)  ge geene (PRES)     
these  they.are  

44b   --- agaamatile] (P2)     
what.got.me  

People asked him, “Where were you? Why are your ears long?” He answered, “I was up above, this Spider 
persuaded me we should go up together. These are what I got.” 
 

See also fye fyene ‘they are’ in example (56) of section 6.3. In both this example and the one above, the 
predicate is a relative clause constructed with a relative affix. Further research is needed to determine 
whether this affects the choice of copula form, independently of emphasis. 

9.2 Repetition 

Two of the three oral texts provide examples of the repetition of verb phrases being used to emphasise 
particular events. One such example is shown below: 
 

(83) Famine 8 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

8a   --- Vaagendile (P2)     
they.walked  

8b   --- vaagendile (P2)     
they.walked  

8c   --- vifihaga (CNS)   poono   
they.arrived  place  

8d suwe   --- vaaweene (P2)     
so  they.saw  

8e   --- lusokile (ANT)  
(they).are.tired  

They walked and walked and arrived at a place, they felt tired. 
 

See also sentence 12 in the same text. The duration of the walking is emphasised by the repetition of the 
verb. A different kind of repetition can be seen in the next example. 
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(84) Pots 15–17 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

15a   --- Tiigelage (SUBJ.IPFV)  
we.should.learn  

15b    [ifiinu ndawuli ifi  
(D:Prox)  

fye tibedalila] (PRES)  

things like these  which we.disregard  
15c   [15b]  fye fyene (PRES)  [15d]    

they.are  
15d [ifikwananga (PRES)  na malimo]    

which.spoil  and work  
16 Fikwananga (PRES)  nu wiikalo    

they.spoil  and relationship  
17 Fikwananga (PRES)  na wuwende    

they.spoil  and love  
We should learn that things like these which we disregard, these are the things which spoil work. They also spoil 
relationships. And they spoil love. 
 

Here the repetition is for rhetorical effect. 
None of the written texts contains examples of the kind of verb repetition illustrated in the previous 

examples, but several contain examples in which a verb is repeated with different inflection to emphasise 
a particular event. Two different constructions of this kind are evident in the text corpus. In one, the first 
verb is inflected for person and TAM and followed by a negative particle and an infinitive. 
 

(85) Grandfather 39 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

39a Umugoda gula (D:Dist)  sigwatangile (P2)  kiinu    
medicine that  it.did.not.help  thing  

39b avanyanyi awoloofu  vaafuwe si kufuwa (P2)  
locals many  they.died not to.die  

That medicine did not help at all, many locals died. 
 

(86) Seluhanga 32 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

32  Ndaala  --- ndatovilwe si kutowa (P2)  
certainly  I.was.beaten not to.be.beaten  

Certainly I was beaten and then some. 
 

(See also Kaluvekele 21b.) In the second kind of construction, the first verb is inflected for person and 
TAM and followed by the connective ‘and’ and an infinitive. 
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(87) Pots 12 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

12a   Uyuuva  aahehile (P2)     
mother  she.laughed  

12b  neke  --- aviipe nu kuviipa (CNS.S)  
then  she.became.angry and to.be.angry  

12c   --- atigilage (SUBJ.IPFV)  [12d]  
she.said  

12d [Ve mwanave  kangi  --- ugitile wuli] (ANT)  
you(sg) child  again  you(sg).have.done how  

Mother laughed, then she became angrier and angrier and said, “You child, what have you done?” 
 

In both kinds of construction, the repetition serves to emphasise the completeness of the action. 
Finally, the text corpus contains several examples of ideophones, which tend to occur during peak 

episodes. 
(88) Kaluvekele 51 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

51a   --- Iitinile (ANT)  
he.has.moved.himself  

51b  neke  --- iime (CNS.S)   pataali   
then  it.stood  far  

51c [ikisondzo   --- kye ateguwe (ANT)  <<]    
club  which he.has.taken  

51d   [51c]  kyaguwe (P2)   paasi  na tuu  
 it.fell  down  and ideo  

He moved and then stood at a distance, the club which he had taken fell down, bam! 
 

(89) Ndegenyi 17 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

17a    [Pe  itigila] (PRES)  
when  he.says  

17b [17a]   --- aneenese (SUBJ)  gwa wunofu   
he.should.trap  with goodness  

17c   umutego  gwalatwike (P2)    latu  
trap  it.went.off  ideo  

When he said he should set the trap properly, the trap went off, snap! 
 

See also Child and Big Bird 22a and 24a. 
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Appendix A: Child and Big Bird 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

1a   >> Aali pwali (P2)    umuunu [1b] 
he.was.there  person  

1b   [--- ye aalimile (P2)  umugunda gwakwe ugwa madzebele]  
who he.farmed  field his of maize  

2a   [Amadzebele  pe gaaviye gakangiye] (P2.ANT)  
maize  when it.was it.has.ripened  

2b [2a]   amadege  gikwadzaga kuliya (CNS)  
birds  they.came to.eat  

3a  Neke  umunya mugunda yula 
(D:Dist)  

awuyapage (CNS.S.I)  umuhadiho   [3b]  

then  one.with field that  he.set  trap  
3b  [nu  --- kuviika   mu mugunda ugwa madzebele]  

and  to.put  in field of maize  
4a   Ilidege ilikomi  likwadzaga ukuliya (CNS)  amadzebele  ngita [4b]   

bird big  he.came to.eat  maize  like  
4b [ve lyagitaga (P2.IPFV)   ifigono ifingi]   

how it.was.doing  days others  
5a  Kitadzeela  --- liguwaga (CNS)  pa muhadiho   

without.knowing  it.came.down  at trap  
5b   --- ligwilaga (CNS)  

he.was.trapped  
6a Umunya mugunda yula (D:Dist)  akumutumaga (CNS)  umwana vaakwe    

one.with field that  he.sent.him  child his  
6b akalole (SUBJ.ITV)  umuhadiko gula (D:Dist)  

he.should.go.and.see  trap that  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

7a   Umwana yula (D:Dist)  ihelelaga (CNS)     
child that  he.went  

7b   --- iwonaga (CNS)  ilidege ilivaha    
 he.saw  bird big  

7c   --- ligwiliye (ANT)  
it.has.fallen.into  

8a   [Ilidege ilyo (D:Ref)  lyaviye likumuwona] (P2.PRG)  
bird that  it.was it.sees.him  

8b [8a]   --- litigilaga (CNS)    [8c–8e]  
it.said  

8c   [--- Ndinyilika (PRES)     
I.want  

8d   --- undzawule (SUBJ)  
you(sg).should.untie.me  

8e na yuuve (Pro:Add)  ndilakwawula (F2)  << kigono]   
and you(sg)  I.will.help.you(sg)  day  

9a   Umwana yula (D:Dist)  akulyawulaga (CNS)     
child that  he.untied.it  

9b   ilidege lila (D:Dist)  lipulundukaga (CNS)  
bird that  it.flew  

9c   --- lihelelaga (CNS)     
it.went  

10   Umwana yula (D:Dist)  iwuyaga (CNS)     
child that  he.returned  

11a   Udadiye  akumuwudzaga (CNS)  
his.father  he.asked.him  

11b   --- itigilaga (CNS)    [11c–11e]  
he.said  

11c   [--- Udziweene (ANT)     
you(sg).have.seen  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

11d   amadege  galiye (ANT)  amadzebele    
birds  they.have.eaten  maize  

11e  nambi  --- ukugwila  mu muhadiko]    
or  to.fall.into  in trap  

12a   Umwana yula (D:Dist)  ihigaga (CNS)     
child that  he.answered  

12b   --- itigila (PRES)    [12c–12d]  
he.says  

12c   [--- Gasiliye (ANT)  
they.have.not.eaten  

12d  nambi  --- kugwila]     
or  to.fall.into  

13  Ikigono ikingi  umwana yula na vayag
we (D:Dist)  

vihelelaga kuhola (CNS)  isagala    

day other  child that and his.companions they.went to.get.firewood  firewood  
14a [Pe vaaviye vafiike (P2.ANT)   uko] (D:Ref)   

when they.were they.have.arrived  there  
14b [14a]   --- viholaga (CNS)  isagala    

they.got.firewood  firewood  
14c  neke  --- vakinage (CNS.S.I)  umukino ugwa kwinuka ku libiki  

then  they.played  game of to.climb at tree  
15   Umwana yula (D:Dist)  asaawesaga ukwinuka nambi ukwika (P2.IPFV)  

child that  he.was.not.able to.climb or to.descend  
16a   Avayagwe  vakumwinusaga (CNS)  

his.companions  they.put.him.up  
16b  neke  --- viikage (CNS.S.I)  

then  they.descended  
16c   --- vamulekage (SUBJ.IPFV)  kuko (D:Re.Ref)   

they.left.him  right.there  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

16d   --- vinyamulaga (CNS)  imidzigo gyawo igya sagala  
they.took  loads their of firewood  

16e   --- viwuyaga (CNS)     
they.returned  

17a  [Ku kaaye uk 
(D:Ref)  

avavaha va mwana yula
 (D:Dist)  

pe viiwona (PRES)     

at home there  parents of child that  when they.see  
17b   --- asiiwuya] (PRES)  

he.does.not.return  
17c [17a–

17b]  
 --- viwuudzaga (CNS)   ku vaana [17d]   

they.went  at children  
17d   [--- ve aikinasa (HAB)  nawo]   

who he.plays  with.them  
18a   Vala (D:Dist)  vikanaga (CNS)  

those  they.denied  
18b   --- vitigila (PRES)    [18c]  

they.say  
18c   [--- Sitihali (P1)  lumwinga]    

we.were.not  together  
19   Avavaha vala  

(D:Dist)  
viwuyaga (CNS)     

parents those  they.returned  
20a   Umwana yula (D:Dist)  akwikalaga (CNS)  kuko ku mubiki  

ifigono fivili  
(D:Re.Ref)  

 

child that  he.stayed  right.there at tree days two  
20b  neke  >> gwadzage (CNS.S.I)  ugudege uguvaha ndawuli gugula (D:Re.Dist) [20c]  

then  it.came  bird big like that  
20c   [--- ugwagwiliye (P2)  mu muhadiho ku mugunda]  

which.had.fallen.into  in trap at field  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

20d  neke  --- gunyilikage (CNS.S.I)  
then  he.asked  

20e   --- agwawule (SUBJ)  
it.should.untie.him  

21a   Umwana yula (D:Dist)  ikwiwukaga (CNS)  ulo [21b] (D:Ref)    
child that  he.remembered  that  

21b   [--- lwe aagwawuwe] (P2)  
which he.untied.it  

21c  neke  --- avangage ukwimba (CNS.S.I)  
then  he.started to.sing  

21d   --- itigila (PRES)    [21e–21h]  
he.says  

21e [Degivaha Degivaha  wadze undzawule (IMP) (SUBJ)  
big.bird big.bird  come you(sg).should.untie.me  

21f   na yuune (Pro:Add)  ndakwawuwe (P2)     
and me  I.untied.you(sg)  

21g   --- wadze undzawule (IMP) (SUBJ)  
come you(sg).should.untie.me  

21h   --- wadze undzawule] (IMP) (SUBJ)  
come you(sg).should.untie.me  

22a   Ugudege gula (D:Dist)  gwikwadzaga (CNS)  pu pu pu  
bird that  it.came  ideo ideo ideo  

22b   --- guhele (ANT)     
it.has.gone  

23a  Kangi  --- ikwimbaga (CNS)  
again  he.sang  

23b   --- itigilaga (CNS)    [23c–23g]  
he.said  

23c [Degivaha Degivaha  wadze undzawule (IMP) (SUBJ)  
big.bird big.bird  come you(sg).should.untie.me  

23d   na yuune (Pro:Add)  ndakwawuwe (P2)     
and me  I.untied.you(sg)  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

23e   --- wadze undzawule (IMP) (SUBJ)  
come you(sg).should.untie.me  

23f   --- wadze undzawule (IMP) (SUBJ)  
come you(sg).should.untie.me  

23g   --- wadze undzawule] (IMP) (SUBJ)  
come you(sg).should.untie.me  

24a   --- Gwikwadzaga (CNS)  pu pu pu  
it.came  ideo ideo ideo  

24b   --- gukumunyamulaga (CNS)  mu mapambaga ga lyene  
it.took.him  in wings its  

24c   --- likumwisaga (CNS)  panyi   
it.put.him.down  down  

24d   --- likumulekaga (CNS)  
it.left.him  

24e   --- ligulundukaga (CNS)  
it.flew  

25a   Umwana yula (D:Dist)  iwuyaga (CNS)   ku kaaye   
child that  he.returned  at home  

25b   --- ilongaga (CNS)  londa [25c]    
he.told  all  

25c   [>> lwe vakamulimiye (P1)  avayagwe]    
[25d]  

which they.did.to.him  his.companions  
25d  [na  --- ve akawulilwe (P1)  ni lidege]   

and  how he.was.untied  by bird  
26a   Avavaha vala (D:Dist)  vihelelaga kuvawuudza (CNS)  avayagwe vala [26b]   

(D:Dist)  
  

parents those  they.went to.ask.them  his.companions those  
26b   [--- avakamulekile (P1)   ku libiki]   

who.left.him  at tree  
26c   vala (D:Dist)  vikaanaga (CNS)     

those  they.denied  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

27a  Suwe  avavaha vala (D:Dist)  viwuyaga (CNS)   ku kaaye   
so  parents those  they.returned  at home  

27b   --- vali (PRES)   nu lukeelo ulwa kuwoneka umwana 
vaawo  

they.are  with joy of to.be.seen child their  
28   ULUWULANIDZO  ---    

lesson  
29a   --- Uvatangage (SUBJ.IPFV)  avangi  mu wufumbe waawo  

you(sg).should.help.them  others  in problem their  
29b  apo (D:Ref)  na yuuve (Pro:Add)  ulatangwa (F2)   mu wufumbe waako  

there  and you(sg)  you(sg).will.be.helped  in problem your(sg)  
 

Free translation 
1 There was a person who farmed his maize field. 
2 When the maize had ripened, the birds came to eat it. 
3 Then the field owner set a trap and put it in the maize field. 
4 A big bird came to eat the maize, just like it had been doing the other days. 
5 Without knowing, it came down on the trap and was trapped. 
6 The field owner sent his child to see the trap. 
7 The child went and saw that a big bird had fallen into it. 
8 When that bird saw him, it said, “I want you to untie me and then I will help you one day.” 
9 The child untied it and that bird flew away. 
10 The child returned. 
11 His father asked him, saying, “Have you seen the birds, have they eaten the maize or fallen into the trap?” 
12 The child answered, saying, “They have neither eaten nor fallen in.” 
13 One day that child and his companions went to get firewood. 
14 When they had arrived there, they got the firewood and then they were playing a game of climbing a tree. 
15 That child couldn’t climb or get down. 
16 His companions put him up in the tree and then they got down and left him there, they took their loads of firewood and went back. 
17 Meanwhile at home when the child’s parents saw that he was not coming back, they went to the children with whom he was playing. 
18 Those ones deined it, saying, “We were not together.” 
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19 The parents went back home. 
20 The child stayed right there in the tree for two days and then a big bird like the one which had fallen into the trap in the field came and then 

he asked it to untie him. 
21 The child remembered the time when he untied it and he started to sing, saying, “Big bird, big bird, come and untie me, just like I untied you, 

come and untie me, come and untie me.” 
22 That bird came, whoosh, whoosh, whoosh, and went. 
23 Again he sang, “Big bird, big bird, come and untie me, just like I untied you, come and untie me, come and untie me, come and untie me.” 
24 It came, whoosh, whoosh, whoosh, and took him in its wings and put him down, left him and flew off. 
25 The child returned home and told all about what his companions did to him and how he was untied by a bird. 
26 The parents went to ask those companions who left him in the tree, they denied it. 
27 So the parents returned home with the joy of their child being found. 
28 Lesson. 
29 You should help others in their problems, then you will be helped in your problems. 
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Appendix B: Dog and Leopard 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

1  Pa vutalilo  u-Mbwa nu Duuma  vaali (P2)   nu wunyalumwinga  
at start  dog and leopard  they.were  with unity  

2a   --- Viikalaga pamwinga (P2.IPFV)  [2b]  
they.were.living together  

2b  [pakuva  >> lwali (P2)  lukolo lumwinga hela]  
because  it.was  clan one just  

3a   Ulukolo lwanavo  lwimiye (ANT)  mu wufwimi waanavo  [3b]  
friendship their  it.has.stood  in hunting their  

3b  [pakuva  vonda  vaali (P2)  vafwimi]    
because  all  they.were  hunters  

4  Kigono kimwinga  u-Mbwa nu Duuma  vaataang'ine (P2)   pa daasi   
day one  dog and leopard  they.met  at bush  

5a   --- Viihungiye wunofu (P2)  [5b]  
they.greeted.each.other well  

5b  [nu  --- kwileevudza]     
and  to.share.news  

5c   --- vitigila (PRES)    [5d–5e]  
they.say  

5d [Kye kiki ve Mbwa  wigenda (PRES)     
for what you(sg) dog  you(sg).walk   

5e   --- uli (PRES)  mwene  mu daasi umu]  
you(sg).are  alone  in bush this  

6a   U-Mbwa  aapilwise (P2)  
dog  he.answered  

6b   --- itigila (PRES)    [6c–6d]  
he.says  

6c   [--- Ndifwima (PRES)  ifing'ooko    
I.hunt  animals  

6d  pakuva  ndiswamwike (ANT)  inyama]    
because  I.desire  meat  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

7a U-Duuma nave (Pro:Add)  aatigiye (P2)    [7b]  
leopard and.he  he.said  

7b [Na yuune (Pro:Add)  ndili (PRES)   pa kufwima]   
and me  I.am  at to.hunt  

8a   U-Mbwa  aadzumile mbandu (P2)  
dog  he.was.surprised very.much  

8b   --- itigila (PRES)    [8c–9]  
he.says  

8c [Humbi   na yuuve (Pro:Add)  uli (PRES)  mufwimi  ndawuli yuune (Pro)  
gosh  and you(sg)  you(sg).are  hunter  like me  

9  Apo  --- tuli (PRES)  lukolo lumwinga  naave] (Pro:Add)   
there  we.are  clan one  and.you(sg)  

10a  [Ndakyene  --- --- lukolo hela]    
certainly  clan just  

10b [10a]   >> aapilwise (P2)    u-Duuma  
he.answered  leopard  

11  Ikigono kikyo (D:Ref)  --- vaaheliye (P2)   mu kufwima   
day that  they.went  in to.hunt  

12 Vaavangile ukufwima (P2)  ing'ooko  vonda pamwinga   
they.started to.hunt  animal  all together   

13a Ulusika luulo 
(D:Ref)  

neke  --- vayiwonage (CNS.S.I)  

time that  then  they.saw.it  
13b   imato  yiihega (PRES)     

gazelle  it.leaves  
13c   --- yiinyila (PRES)     

it.runs  
14a [Vaaviye vaweene] (P2.ANT)     

they.were they.have.seen     
14b [14a]   --- yiihega (PRES)     

it.leaves  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

14c   --- yiinyila (PRES)     
it.runs  

14d   --- vaatoveng'iine (P2)  ni mato iyo (D:Ref)  
they.chased.together  and gazelle that  

15a U-Mbwa nu Duuma  vaahuwe (P2)     
dog and leopard  they.spent.day  

15b   --- vinyidza (PRES)  imato iyo (D:Ref)  umunyi gonda [15c]  
they.chase  gazelle that  day all  

15c  [ukufikila  --- pe lisota] (PRES)  
to.reach.at  when it.goes.down  

15d  neke  --- vayiibate (CNS.S)  
then  they.caught.it  

16   Imato iyo (D:Ref)  yipaamiye hiilo (ANT)  
gazelle that  it.has.got.fat very.much  

17a   --- Vivangaga ukunyumbulanila (CNS)  [17b]   
they.started to.pull.from.each.other  

17b   [na yula  mwe ageliye]      
(ANT)  

   

and each  how he.can  
18   U-Mbwa  aali (P2)   nu muhaaha gwa kuliya mwene inyama yonda  

dog  he.was  and greed of to.eat alone meat all  
19a   U-Duuma  aadzumile (P2)   [19b]   

leopard  he.was.surprised  
19b   [umuyagwe  kye atigiine] (ANT)  [19c–19d]  

his.companion  how he.tried  
19c  [nu  --- kuliya    [19d]  

and  to.eat  
19d   [--- amale mwene] (SUBJ)  

he.should.finish alone  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

20a   --- Aawuudzidze       
(P2)  

  [20b–21b]  

he.asked  
20b [Veya Mbwa   --- kuli (PRES)  kiki    

friend dog  there.is  what  
20c   --- utigiine (ANT)     

you(sg).have.tried  
20d  nu  --- kunyumbula  inyama  lwangupa kitalola nde muyago  

and  to.pull  meat  quickly without.looking even your(sg).companion  
21a  Mu kufwima  --- tukali (P1)  lumwinga    

in to.hunt  we.were  together  
21b  kangi pa kuliya  --- wisemwa (PRES)  nde muyago]    

again at to.eat  you(sg).forget  even your(sg).compan
ion  

22a   U-Mbwa  --- dzidzidzi    
dog  silence  

22b   --- atigiine (ANT)    [22c]  
he.tried  

22c  [nu  --- kunyumbula]     
and  to.pull  

22d   --- iiliya (PRES)  inyama    
he.eats  meat  

23a  Ikigono kya wuvili  --- vaafwimile (P2)   kitambulila kiinu  
day of two  they.hunted  without.being.successful thing  

23b   --- vaagonile (P2)   kitaliya   
they.slept  without.eating  

24a Ikigono kya wudatu  --- vaafwimile (P2)     
day of three  they.hunted  

24b  neke  --- vakome (CNS.S)  inyaludzi [24c–24d]  
then  they.killed  dik-dik  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

24c   [--- ye vaaliye (P2)  [24d]  
which they.ate  

24d  [nu  --- kugombola]     
and  to.leave.over  

25a  Neke  u-Duuma  iinuke (CNS.S)   pa mubiki   
then  leopard  he.climbed  at tree  

25b   --- apagike (SUBJ)  inyama [25c]    
he.hung  meat  

25c   [--- iyasige] (P2)     
which.was.left  

26a   U-Mbwa  asaakeeliye (P2)  [26b]    
dog  he.did.not.like  

26b   [inyama  yipagikwe (SUBJ)  ku mubiki]  [26c]  
meat  it.should.be.hung  at tree  

26c  [pakuva  --- asaawukaguwe ukwenuka (P2)  ku mibiki ndavuli u-Duuma]  
because  he.did.not.know to.climb  at tree like leopard  

27a  Kangi  --- asaakiige (P2.IPFV)  [27b–27c]  
again  he.wanted  

27b   [--- apiluke (SUBJ)  
he.should.return  

27c   --- aliye (SUBJ)  inyama yila mwene] (D:Dist)  
he.should.eat  meat that alone  

28a   [Umuyagwe  pe apagiike          
(ANT)  

inyama yila] (D:Dist)  

his.companion  when he.hung  meat that  
28b [28a]   --- aaheliye (P2)   mu kusuupa ku musitu  

he.went  in to.rest at forest  
29  Ikigono kya wutayi  vaakoomile kangi (P2)  imato    

day of four  they.killed again  gazelle  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

30a   Iyi (D:Prox)  yaali (P2)  ngomi hiilo    
this  it.was  big very.much  

30b na yiyeene  
(Pro:Add)  

 --- vaaliye (P2)  <<  [30c]  

and it  they.ate  
30c  [nu  --- kusigadza]     

and  to.leave.over  
31a   U-Duuma  aasakaga (P2.IPFV)  [31b]  

leopard  he.wanted  
31b   [--- apagike kangi (SUBJ)  ku mubiki ndavuli idzuudzi]  

he.should.hang again  at tree like day.before.yesterday  
32a   U-Mbwa  aakaanile katu (P2)  

dog  he.refused completely  
32b   --- itigila (PRES)    [32c–34]  

he.says  
32c   [--- Uyileke (SUBJ)  baaha paasi (D:Prox)   

you(sg).should.leave.it  here down  
33a   >> Ndilolelaga (CNS)   yuune (Pro)  

I.will.look.at  me  
33b  pakuva  --- ndili (PRES)  mutamwa ligulu    

because  I.am  sick.person leg  
34  Ineng'uli  --- ndihuwa (PRES)   baaha] (D:Prox)   

today  I.spend.day  here  
35   U-Duuma  aabikiye ukupagika (P2)  

leopard  he.refused to.hang  
36a   U-Duuma  aaheliye (P2)   kwa mwipwave  [36b]  

leopard  he.went  to uncle  
36b   [--- kuhungila  kivembo]    

to.greet  misfortune  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

37a Inyama   --- aalekile (P2)  <<   
meat  he.left  

37b   >> iloleela (PRES)    u-Mbwa  
he.looks.at  dog  

38a   [--- Pe ipiluka] (PRES)  
when he.returns  

38b [38a]   --- aweene (ANT)     
he.saw  

38c   u-Mbwa  aliye (SUBJ)  inyama yonda    
dog  he.should.eat  meat all  

38d   --- agonile (ANT)     
he.has.slept  

38e   --- igwite (ANT)     
he.is.satisfied  

38f  ni  lileme  libalandiye (ANT)
  

 kuno   

and  stomach  it.has.swollen  there  
38g   --- ikoloona tulo (PRES)  

he.snores sleep  
39a  Neke  u-Duuma  ahungilage (CNS.S.I)  

then  leopard  he.greeted  
39b   --- atigilage (CNS.S.I)  [39c]  

he.said  
39c [Veyaa Mbwa  --- uhuwe (ANT)  wuli]   

friend dog  you(sg).have.spent.day  how  
40a   U-Mbwa  aakenyamwike (P2)  [40b]  

dog  he.was.startled  
40b  [nu  --- kuhiga]     

and  to.answer  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

40c   --- itigila (PRES)    [40d]  
he.says  

40d   [>> Uhuwe (ANT)   wuli  yuuve] (Pro)  
you(sg).have.spent. 
day  

how  you(sg)  

41a   U-Duuma  aatigiye (P2)    [41b]  
leopard  he.said  

41b   [Nde muyago  ludadile swe] (ANT)  
I your(sg).companion  (I.am).tired now  

42a  Neke  akole kulola (CNS.S)  [42b]    
then  he.started to.look  

42b   [pe vakaviikile (P1)  inyama]    
place they.put  meat  

42c  neke  --- avone (CNS.S)     
then  he.saw  

42d   --- sipooyili (PRES)     
it.is.not.there  

42e   >> aliye (ANT)  yonda   u-Mbwa  
he.has.eaten  all  dog  

43a   U-Mbwa  aalolile (P2)   ku miiho ga Duuma  
dog  he.looked  at eyes of leopard  

43b  neke  --- amuwone (CNS.S)  
then  he.saw.him  

43c   --- aviipile hiilo (ANT)  
he.has.got.angry very.much  

44   --- Ivangaga kunyila (CNS)  
he.started to.run  

45   U-Duuma  itoveng'anaga (CNS)  nu Mbwa   
leopard  he.chased  and dog  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

46a   [--- Pe aweene] (ANT)  
when he.has.seen  

46b [46a]   --- ali (PRES)   biihi  [46c]  
he.is  near  

46c  [nu  --- kwibatwa]     
and  to.be.caught  

46d   --- itoodzidze (P2)   mu mukoga   
he.threw.himself  in river  

47a   [U-Duuma  pe aweene] (ANT)  
leopard  when he.has.seen  

47b [47a]   u-Mbwa  itoodzidze (P2)   mu mukoga umukomi  
dog  he.threw.himself  in river big  

47c   --- itiinina (PRES)     
he.swims  

47d   --- amulekile (ANT)    [47e]  
he.has.left.him  

47e  [pakuva  umwene (Pro)  asaawudzeeliye ukutiinina] (P2)  
because  he  he.did.not.know to.swim  

48a  Neke  avange ukulagidza (CNS.S)  amaligo makomi  ku Mbwa   
then  he.started to.throw  insults big  at dog  

48b   --- itigila (PRES)    [48c–49c]  
he.says  

48c [Uveeve ve  
wilagwave  

 --- ulatang'ana (F2)     

you(sg) you(sg)  
trickster  

you(sg).will.meet  

48d  na  kiki  kikumile (ANT)  
with  what  it.should.swallow.you(sg)  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

49a Swe   na yuuve (Pro:Add)  ulatang'ana (F2)   na   
now  and you(sg)  you(sg).will.meet  and  

49b   --- vakulutiye pawufinye (ANT)  
who.are.more.than.you(sg)  

49c   --- ulamilwa ndakyene] (F2)  
you(sg).will.be.swallowed definitely  

50a U-Mbwa naave (Pro:Add)  aapilwise (P2)  
dog and.he  he.answered  

50b   --- itigila (PRES)    [50c–51]  
he.says  

50c   [Amaligo gaako  gigelela (PRES)   pa lupendzela lwa mulomo gwako  
insults your(sg)  they.end  at corner of mouth your(sg)  

51 Uveeve        
(Pro)  

 --- twali 
tukawonanage (P2) (SUBJ.ITV)  

ku luganga uludung'u]  

you(sg)  we.should.go.and.see.each.other  at red.sand(grave)  
52a [Pe alongile (ANT)  idzi] (D:Prox)    

when he.has.said  these  
52b [52a]   u-Mbwa  aahwadzidze (P2) umudegenda gwakwe  

dog  he.wagged  tail his  
52c  neke  --- ahege (CNS.S)     

then  he.left  
52d   --- ikimbila (PRES)     

he.runs  
53a Ukuhumila peene apo (D:Ref)  u-Duuma nu Mbwa  vasipuling'ana kangi (PRES)  

since that.time  leopard and dog  they.do.not.get.on again  
53b   --- vasilimihwelanile nambi padebe (ANT)  

they.do.not.spend.time.together at.all little  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

54a [Pe viweene (ANT)   poonu kitalufika]  
when they.have.seen.each.other  place without.knowing  

54b [54a]  apo (D:Ref)  --- vakwinyidza (PRES)  
there  they.chase.each.other  

54c   --- ludade (ANT)  
(they).should.get.tired  

55a  [Vone  yumwinga  aneemile] (CND.ANT)  
if  one  he.has.been.defeated  

55b [55a]  apo (D:Ref)  --- iliiwa (PRES)  nyama    
there  he.is.eaten  meat  

56a Uwukava uwo wa mbepali (D:Ref)  wusilaasila (F2)    [56b]  
enmity that of forever  it.will.not.end    

56b  [pakuva  u-Mbwa nu Duuma  vali (PRES)  wukava]    
because  dog and leopard  they.are  enemies  

57   --- Mwigelage mbandu (SUBJ.IPFV)  
you(sg).should.be.cautious very  

58a   --- Utanage ukutigila (SUBJ.IPFV)  
you(sg).should.not to.say  

58b   imbwa  --- ndebe nambi    
dog  small at.all  

58c   duuma  --- ndebe hela    
leopard  small just  

58d   uwusali  --- wuwula hela    
fierceness  that just  

 

Free translation 
1 In the beginning Dog and Leopard were together. 
2 They were living together because they were a clan. 
3 Their friendship was based on their hunting, because they were both hunters. 
4 One day Dog and Leopard met in the bush. 
5 They greeted each other and shared news, saying, “Dog, why are you walking alone in this bush?” 
6 Dog answered, saying, “I’m hunting animals because I want meat.” 
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7 And Leopard said, “I too am hunting.” 
8 Dog was very surprised and said, “Gosh, are you hunter like me as well? 
9 Then we are one clan.” 
10 “Definitely one clan,” answered Leopard. 
11 That day they went to hunt. 
12 They started to hunt animals together. 
13 At that time they saw a gazelle running away. 
14 When they saw it running away, they chased the gazelle together. 
15 Dog and Leopard spent the whole day chasing that gazelle, until the sun went down, and then they caught it. 
16 The gazelle was very fat. 
17 They began to pull back and forth, each one as he could. 
18 Dog was greedy for eating all the meat by himself. 
19 Leopard was surprised at how his companion tried to eat and finish it by himself. 
20 He asked, “Friend Dog, why have you tried to pull the meat quickly, without even caring about your companion? 
21 We were together in the hunting, but in the eating have you even forgotten your companion?” 
22 Dog was silent, as he tried to pull and eat the meat. 
23 The second day they hunted without sucess and went to sleep without eating. 
24 The third day they hunted and killed a dik-dik, which they ate a part of. 
25 Then Leopard climbed a tree and hung up the leftover meat. 
26 Dog didn’t like that the meat should be hung in the tree because he didn't know how to climb a tree like Leopard. 
27 What’s more, he (Dog) wanted to return and eat the meat by himself. 
28 When his companion had hung up that meat, he went to rest in the forest. 
29 The fourth day they killed a gazelle again. 
30 This one was very big and they again ate a part of it. 
31 Leopard wanted to hang up the leftovers in the tree again, like the other day. 
32 Dog completely refused, saying, “You should leave it down here. 
33 I’ll look after it, because my leg hurts. 
34 Today I’ll spend the day here.” 
35 Leopard agreed not to hang it up. 
36 Leopard went to condole his uncle for his bereavement. 
37 He left the meat, Dog was looking after it. 
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38 When he returned, he saw that Dog had eaten all the meat and was sleeping satisfied with a swollen stomach, and snoring. 
39 Then Leopard greeted him and said, “Friend! Dog, how have you spent the day?” 
40 Dog was startled and answered, saying, “How have you spent the day?” 
41 Leopard said, “I your companion am tired now.” 
42 Then he started to look at where they had put the meat and then he saw it was not there, Dog had eaten it all. 
43 Dog looked at Leopard’s eyes and saw he was very angry. 
44 He started to run. 
45 And Leopard chased after Dog. 
46 When he saw he was about to be caught, he threw himself in the river. 
47 When Leopard saw Dog had thrown himself into the big river and was swimming, he left him because he didn’t know how to swim. 
48 Then he started to throw big insults at Dog, saying, “You trickster you, what will you meet with that should swallow you? 
49 And now you will meet someone bigger than you and you will definitely be swallowed.” 
50 And Dog answered, saying, “Your insults end at the edge of your mouth. 
51 We’ll meet in the grave!” 
52 When he had said this, Dog wagged his tail and ran off. 
53 Since that time Leopard and Dog have not got on, they don’t spend time together at all. 
54 If they see each other somewhere accidentally, they chase each other until they are tired. 
55 If one is defeated, he is eaten as meat. 
56 The eternal enmity will not end, because Dog and Leopard are enemies. 
57 You should be very cautious. 
58 You should not say, it is just a small dog or a small leopard, their ferocity is the same! 
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Appendix C: Famine 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

1a Ikigono kimwinga  ukuuku  andongiye (P2)    ukutigila [1b]  
day one  grandfather  he.told.me  that  

1b   [>> fyali (P2)  ifigono fya magoha]  
it.was  days of war  

2a   --- Vaahegile (P2)     
they.left  

2b   --- vaaheliye (P2)   inyi ya pataali mu kuhemela ifiliyo na vimilidzi avandzagila  
they.went  country of far in to.get.food foods with supervisors leaders  

3a   [--- Vaaviye vafiike (P2.ANT)  ku nyi ya wugendzi]  
they.were they.have.arrived  at country of foreignness  

3b [3a]   --- vaahemiye (P2)  ifiliyo    
they.got.food  foods  

4   >> Waali (P2)    wuledzi  
it.was  millet  

5a  Neke  --- vanyamulage (CNS.S.I)  
then  they.took  

5b   --- viwuyaga (CNS)   nawo ku kaaya  
they.returned  with.it at home  

6a   --- Vaagendile (P2)     
they.walked  

6b   --- vaadzokile (P2)     
they.got.tired  

6c  neke  --- vagone (CNS.S)   pa ng'aasi   
then  they.slept  at way  

7 Pamilawu  neke  --- vavange (CNS.S)  ulugendo  kangi   
morning  then  they.started  journey  again  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

8a   --- Vaagendile (P2)     
they.walked  

8b   --- vaagendile (P2)     
they.walked  

8c   --- vifihaga (CNS)   poono   
they.arrived  place  

8d suwe   --- vaaweene (P2)     
so  they.saw  

8e   --- lusokile (ANT)  
(they).are.tired  

9a  Neke  --- vatigile (CNS.S)    [9b]  
then  they.said  

9b [Nyevaa   --- Tusuupe] (SUBJ)  
friends  we.should.rest  

10a   Avandzagila  vaatigiye (P2)    [10b–11]  
leaders  they.said  

10b  [Ino  unyeenye (Pro)  mulongolage (SUBJ.IPFV)  ni midzigo   
therefore  you(pl)  you(pl).should.be.going.ahead  with loads  

11   Uneefwe (Pro)  tikwadza (PRES)   mumbele]   
we  we.come  behind  

12a   [--- Avaalonguwe (P2)  ni midzigo vala] (D:Dist)  
those.who.went.ahead  with loads those  

12b   [12a]  vihelelaga (CNS)   mu ng'aasi   
they.went  in way  

12c   --- vigenda (PRES)     
they.walk  

12d   --- vigenda (PRES)   ukufika kwa kuuku  
they.walk  until at grandfather  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

13a Avandzagila vala (P2)  vavalekeliye (P2)   kumbele   
leaders those  they.left.them  behind  

13b   [--- vaave vadzokile] (P2.ANT)  
they.were they.have.been.tired  

13c [13b]  neke  --- viikale (CNS.S)   paasi   
then  they.sat  down  

13d   --- vasuupe (SUBJ)  
they.should.rest  

13e   --- valole (SUBJ)  kumbele na kutalo  
they.should.see  behind and in.front  

13f   --- viwonaga (CNS)  [13g]    
they.saw  

13g   [--- kunzila (PRES)  vaanu]    
there.is.no  people  

13h   --- vitigilaga (CNS)    [13i–14]  
they.said  

13i  [Ino  --- tudzokile (ANT)     
therefore  we.are.tired  

13j   --- tigite (SUBJ)  wuli    
we.should.do  how  

14   --- Tusuupe] (SUBJ)  
we.should.rest  

15a  Neke  --- vanyamule (CNS.S)  imidzigo gila (D:Dist)  
then  they.took  loads those  

15b   --- vafihe (SUBJ)   pa daasi   
they.hid  at bush  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

16a   [--- Pe vaaviye vafihile] (P2.ANT)  
when they.were they.have.hidden  

16b suwe [16a]   --- vihegaga (CNS)     
so  they.left  

16c   --- viing'ila (PRES)     
they.run  

16d   --- vaagendaniidze (P2)  mbaha ku kaaya  
they.went.quickly  until at home  

17a   [--- Pe viifika (PRES)  ku kaaya]   
when they.arrive  at home  

17b [17a]   >> fyali (P2)  figono fya mupalangulo  
it.was  days of famine  

18a  Neke  yumwinga  amulongelage (CNS.S.I)  upaapa    
then  one  he.told.her  grandmother  

18b   --- atigilage (SUBJ.IPFV)  [18c–21d]  
he.said  

18c   [Uneefwe (Pro)  tukali (P1)   mu lugendo   
we  we.were  in journey  

18d   --- tukali (P1)   ni midzigo imikomi ngita gya vasutu  
we.were  with loads big like of servants  

19a  Ino pakuva  pa kaaya apa       (
D:Prox)  

pali (PRES)  mupalangulo   

therefore  
because  

at home here  there.is  famine  

19b uwuledzi   --- tidiigile (ANT)  << pa daasi   
millet  we.have.put  at bush  

20a  Wone  --- mugende (CND.SUBJ)  
if  you(pl).should.walk  

20b   --- mwifika (PRES)   poono   
you(pl).reach  place  

20c   >> poolili (PRES)  libiki likuufwa likomi  
there is  tree (type) big  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

21a   --- Tiviikile (ANT)  lifundililo    
we.have.put  sign  

21b   --- mulolage (SUBJ.IPFV)  ku kigeema   
you(pl).look  at hole  

21c mukuwuwona (PRES)  uwuledzi  baaho   
you(pl).will.see.it  millet  right.there  

21d munyamulage] (SUBJ.IPFV)     
you(pl).should.take  

22a   Upaapa  aaheliye (P2)     
grandmother  she.went  

22b   --- aanyamuwe (P2)     
she.took  

22c   --- ifikaga (CNS)   nawo ku kaaye  
she.arrived  with.it at home  

23   --- Watangile (P2)     
it.helped  

24a   [Ifigono  ifyali (P2)  fibaya]    
days  they.were  bad  

24b   [24a]  --- imyedzi mibaya gya mupalangulo  
months bad of famine  

 

Free translation 
1 One day Grandfather told me that there were days of war. 
2 They went away with their leaders to a country far off to get food. 
3 When they arrived at the foreign country, they got food. 
4 It was millet. 
5 They took it and returned home with it. 
6 They walked and got tired, and slept on the way. 
7 In the morning they started their journey again. 
8 They walked and walked and arrived at a place, they felt tired. 
9 Then they said, “Friends! Let’s rest.” 
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10 The leaders said, “So you all should go ahead with the loads. 
11 We’ll come up behind.” 
12 Those who went ahead with the loads, they went on their way, they walked and walked until Grandfather’s place. 
13 Those leaders left them behind, when they were tired, then they sat down to rest and look behind and up ahead, they saw there were no 

people, they said, “So we are tired, what should we do? 
14 Let’s rest.” 
15 Then they took those loads and hid them in the bush. 
16 When they had hidden them, they left and ran home quickly. 
17 When they arrived home, it was the days of famine. 
18 Then one told Grandmother, he said, “We were on the journey, we had big loads like servants. 
19 So because at home there is famine, we put the millet in the bush. 
20 If you walk and reach the place, there is a big tree (type). 
21 We have put a sign, you should look in the hole, you will see the millet right there, you should take it.” 
22 Grandmother went and took it and arrived home with it. 
23 It helped. 
24 The days which were bad were the bad famine months.  
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Appendix D: Kaluvekele 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

1a   >> Aali kwali (P2)  umuunu yumwinga  
he.was.there  person one  

1b   --- aatambulwaga (P2.IPFV)  Kaluvekele    
he.was.called  Kaluvekele  

2 Umuunu uyu (D:Prox)  iikalaga mwene (P2.IPFV)  kwi Hovandza   
person this  he.lived alone  at Ihovandza  

3a Mu minanile gyakwe  u-Kaluvekele  asaatoolile (P2)  umunyagati  poonu   
in life his  Kaluvekele  he.did.not.marry  wife  at.all  

3b  kangi  --- aali (P2)   mungaya mwana   
again  he.was  without child  

4 Pa kaaye yaakwe  --- iikalaga (P2.IPFV)   ni mbwa yaakwe suwe  
at home his  he.lived  with dog his just  

5 Imbwa iyi (D:Prox)  --- ayipeeliye (P2)  <<ilitaawa Kolandzi  
dog this  he.gave.him  name Kolandzi  

6   U-Kaluvekele  aali (P2)  mulimi hiilo    
Kaluvekele  he.was  farmer very.much  

7a   --- Aalimiige (P2.IPFV)  imigunda [7b]    
he.farmed  fields  

7b   --- [mwe aliilaga (P2.IPFV)  imihogo amangoogo ing'owo amadzebele ihalaagi pamwinga ni  
filiyo ifingi fyoloofu]  

which he.was.eating.from  cassava peanuts fruit maize beans together with foods other many  
8 Imota iya filiyo fya migunda gyakwe  aaviikige (P2.IPFV)  << mu fisandzi fyakwe  

produce of foods of fields his  he.was.putting  in storehouses his  
9a  [Pakuva  --- aali (P2)  mwene  pa kaaye]   

because  he.was  alone  at home  
9b [9a]   ifiliyo  fyagonekaga (P2.IPFV)  miaka givili apangi gidatu  

foods  they.were.lying  years two sometimes three  
10 Umwaka ugungi  >> yaaguwe (P2)  indzala uluvala londa  

year other  it.fell  hunger place whole  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

11 Mu kaaye dzonda  >> gwali (P2)    mupalangulo  
in home all  it.was  food shortage  

12a   [Avaanu  aviikaliige (P2.IPFV)  biihi nu luvala [12b]  
people  who.were.living  near and place  

12b   [>> lwe ikaliige (P2.IPFV)  u-Kaluvekele]  
which he.was.living  Kaluvekele  

12c   [12a-12b] >> vaali (P2)   ni ndzala  nawo  
they.were  with hunger  and.they  

13a   [--- Pe vapuliike (ANT)    ukutigila [13b]  
when they.have.heard  that  

13b   [u-Kaluvekele  ali (PRES)   ni filiyo masandzi]  
Kaluvekele  he.is  with foods  

13c [13a–13b]   --- vaahele (P2)   ukwakwe  [13d]  
they.went  his.place  

13d    kuhemela]     
to.get.food  

14a   [Avaanu  pe vihelela (PRES)  kwa Kaluvekele]   
people  when they.go  to Kaluvekele  

14b [14a]   --- vaahodedzaga (P2.IPFV)  
they.were.knocking.at.door  

14c   --- viimile (ANT)  kutaali ni kaaye yaakwe  [14d]  
they.have.stood  far from home his  

14d [pakuva   --- voogopaga (P2.IPFV)  uwusali wa mbwa yaakwe]  
because  they.were.afraid  fierceness of dog his  

15a [Umwene u-Kaluvekele  pe apuliike (ANT)     
he Kaluvekele  when he.has.heard  

15b   >> ihodedza (PRES)  muunu ku wutaali]  
he.is.knocking.at.door  person at far  

15c [15a–15b]   --- aapingaga taasi (P2.IPFV)  imbwa yaakwe  
he.was.tying first  dog his  

15d   >> viingile (SUBJ)  avagendzi  
they.should.enter  guests  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

16 Umuunu uyu (D:Prox)  aali (P2)  mutawudzi va fiinu  ku vaanu   
person this  he.was  giver of things  at people  

17a   --- Avapeelaga (P2.IPFV)  avaanu woloofu ifiinu  [17b]  
he.was.giving  people many things  

17b  [kye 
kileka  

--- vamwendage mbandu] (CNS.S.I)  

this.is.why  they.loved.him very.much  
18a Kigono kimwinga pakilo  umuhiidzi  iingiye (P2)  mu migunda gya Kaluvekele  [18b]  

day one night  thief  he.entered  in fields of Kaluvekele  
18b   [--- kuhiidza  imihogo]    

to.steal  cassava  
19a   [--- Pe ali (PRES)   kuhiidza]   

when he.is  to.steal  
19b [19a]   imbwa  yapuliike (P2)     

dog  he.heard  
19c   [--- pe igugulyuka (PRES)  ni mihogo]   

when he.is.troubled  with cassava  
19d [19c]  neke  --- yiwagage (CNS.S.I)  [19e]  

then  it.barked  
19e  [nu  --- kunyidza  umuhiidzi]    

and  to.chase thief  
20a   --- Yamunyidzidze (P2)  lusika ludebe   

it.chased.him  time little  
20b  neke  --- yimwibate (CNS.S)  

then  it.got.him  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

21a   [Umuhiidzi  pe iibitwe] (ANT)  
thief  when he.has.been.caught  

21b [21a]   --- aakoolile si kukoola (P2)  [21c–22b]  
he.made.noise not to.make.noise  

21c [Uuuwi   --- Ndiifwa (PRES)     
argh  I.die  

21d siiwo   --- ndihongidze (IMP)     
please  forgive.me  

21e   --- undeke (SUBJ)  
you(sg).should.leave.me  

22a Uuuwi   --- Sindilawiila (F2)     
argh  I.will.not.repeat  

22b veemu   --- ndipelile] (ANT)  
friend  I.have.repented  

23a  Neke  >> itambudzage (CNS.S.I)  yumwene (Pro:Emph)  
then  he.introduced.himself  himself  

23b   --- itigila (PRES)    [23c]  
he.says  

23c   [Uneene (Pro)  ndili (PRES)  muswamuve Mulwadzi va kwi Gelango]  
I  I.am  his.son Mulwadzi of at Igelango  

24a   [--- Pe ilonga (PRES)  dzonda idzi] (D:Prox)  
when he.speaks  all these  

24b [24a]   imbwa  yaalemilwe ukulufika nambi  
ukulukagula (P2)  

[24c]    

dog  it.is.defeated to.recognise even to. 
understand  

24c   [--- lwe ilonga] (PRES)  
which he.speaks  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

25a   Imbwa  yamudzumbiye (P2)  [25b]  
dog  it.jumped.on.him  

25b  [nu  --- kumugwisa]     
and  to.make.him.fall  

25c  neke  --- yimudodamile (CNS.S)  mu singo   
then  it..pressed.him  in neck  

26a   [--- Pe ali (PRES)   ku tulo]   
when he.is  at sleep  

26b [26a]   u-Kaluvekele  aaviye (P2)   nde [26c]   
Kaluvekele  he.was  like  

26c   [muunu  ye iloota (PRES)  malooto]    
person  who he.dreams  dreams  

26d   --- kuli (PRES)  muunu [26e]    
there.is  person  

26e   [--- ikoola (PRES)   kwivala]   
he.calls  outside  

27a  Pambele  --- aakenyamwike (P2)  
later  he.is.startled  

27b  neke  --- apulike wunofu (CNS.S)  muunu    
then  he.heard well  person  

27c   --- ikoola ngoolo (PRES)  
he.yells  

27d   --- ihandza (PRES)    [27e]  
he.confuses  

27e  [nu  --- kwitambudza]     
and  to.introduce.himself  

28a  [Pe peene  --- pe alamwike] (ANT)  
then  when he.has.got.up  

28b [28a]   --- akwilondza (PRES)  
he.says.to.himself  

28c   --- itigila (PRES)    [28d–30d]  
he.says  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

28d [Humbe   --- ye (PRES)  muswamuve Mulwadzi  
gosh  it.is  his.son Mulwadzi  

28e    --- ye  ihiidza (PRES)  imihogo gyangu    
who he.steals  cassava my  

29 Ndakyene uyu (D:Prox)  
truly this  

30a   --- Twifwilanila (PRES)     
we.die.together  

30b   --- iitala (PRES)     
he.goes.ahead  

30c   --- adzume (SUBJ)  
he.should.be.surprised  

30d   --- ikyamudzuduwe (P2)  ung'anga  ku mutwe]   
which.plucked.him  guineafowl  at head  

31a   --- Aalamwike (P2)    [31b]  
he.got.up  

31b  [nu  --- kufwala  ulutambala lwakwe] [31c]  
and  to.put.on  wrap his  

31c   [--- lwe apagiike (ANT)  pa lugowo]   
which he.has.hung  at rope  

31d  neke  --- anyamule (CNS.S)  ikisondzo kyakwe  mu liwoko  
then  he.took  club his  in hand  

32a   [--- Aaviye iihuma] (P2.PRG)  
he.was he.leaves  

32b [32a]   --- aahele luvilo (P2)   [32c]   
he.went speed  

32c   [>> kwe agenda    umuhiidzi]  
where.he.was  thief  

32d  neke  --- awone (CNS.S)  imbwa   [32e]  
then  he.saw  dog  

32e   [--- yaave yimudodamiye (P2.ANT)  mu singo]   
it.was it.has.pressed.him  in neck  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

33a  Si musika  --- aavangile ukumubuuna (P2)  umuswamuve Mulwadzi  [33b]  
not time  he.started to.beat.him  his.son Mulwadzi  

33b  [nu  --- kutigila]    [33c]  
and  to.say  

33c    [Wihongile (ANT)  wilagave] na biidzu Biidzu Biidzu 
   you(sg).have.been.used.to  troublemaker.you(sg) and ideo ideo ideo  

34a  [Pakuva  --- paali pe (P2)  kilo kangi kutiitu]  
because  it.was then  night again black  

34b [34a]   --- aatovige (P2.IPFV)  mu mataamilo   
he.was.beating  in buttocks  

35a Umudiimi yula (D:Dist)  aakoolile mbandu (P2)  
boy that  he.made.noise very.much  

35b  kuno  
(D:Ref)  

--- itigila (PRES)    [35c–37]  

there  he.says  
35c [Siiwo   --- ndipelile (ANT)     

please  I.have.repented  
36   --- Sindilawiila kangi (F2)  

I.will.not.repeat again  
37 Mutwave siiwo  umyanile (SUBJ)  nde muyago]  

my.master please  you(sg).should.forgive.me  your(sg).companion  
38  Pambele  u-Kaluvekele  aapuliike (P2)  ilinusi lya buhu   wukuu  

later  Kaluvekele  he.smelled  smell of dirt  ugh  
39a  Neke  --- atigile (CNS.S)  ku mbwa yaakwe  [39b–40b]  

then  he.said  at dog his  
39b   [--- Muleke (SUBJ)  

you(sg).should.leave.him  
39c   --- lukwiliye (ANT)     

it.is.enough  
39d  lino  --- apelile (ANT)     

now  he.has.repented  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

39e   --- lolage (IMP.IPFV)     
look  

39f   --- ilekile nu kwileka (ANT)  
he.has.left.himself and to.leave.himself  

40a Ve mbwa   --- bihiile (IMP)   lino   
you(sg) dog  stop  now  

40b   --- siwipulika (PRES)  ilinusi]    
you(sg).do.not.smell  smell  

41a   [Imbwa  yaave yimuhumwise] (P2.ANT)  
dog  it.was it.has.left  

41b [41a]  umudiimi yula (D:Dist)  aalamwike (P2)     
boy that  he.got.up  

41c  neke  --- akimbile (CNS.S)    [41d]  
then  he.ran  

41d  [nu  --- kwipoloteka   mu likungu]   
and  to.throw.himself  in bush  

42a Kigono kingi pakilo  imbwa  yaahumile (P2)     
day other night  dog  it.left  

42b   --- yiinyila (PRES)   kwivala kitawaaga ngita [42c]  
it.runs  outside without.barking like  

42c   [--- kye yidzoviye (ANT)  ifigono ifingi]   
how it.has.been.used.to  days other  

43a   U-Kaluvekele  aapuliike (P2)     
Kaluvekele  he.heard  

43b   [--- pe yiihuma] (PRES)  
when he.leaves  

43c [43b]   --- yiinyila (PRES)     
it.runs  

44a  Neke  --- apulikidzage (CNS.S.I)  kuno (D:Ref)   
then  he.listened  there  

44b   --- ihoodza (PRES)     
he.thinks  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

45a  Kye kiki  imbwa  yiihuma (PRES)     
for what  dog  it.leaves  

45b   --- yiinyila (PRES)     
it.runs  

46a   [--- Aaviye aweene (P2.ANT)  
he.was he.has.seen  

46b   --- kuli (PRES)  dzidzidzi hela]    
there.is  silence just  

46c [46a–46b]   --- aalamwike (P2)    [46d–46e]  
he.got.up  

46d  [nu  --- kufwala  inguvo yaakwe [46e]  
and  to.put.on  clothes his  

46e   [--- ye asaaviike (ANT)  pa lugowo]   
which he.has.hung  at rope  

47a   --- Aadinduwe (P2)  akalyango kaakwe [47b]  
he.opened  small.door his  

47b   [--- ke apangiliidze (ANT)  ni fikongo fya mulasi]  
which he.has.closed  with twigs of bamboo  

48 Ikigono ikyo (D:Ref)  --- kwali (P2)  luvalamwedzi    
day that  there.was  full.moon  

49a   [--- Pe iilola (PRES)  ku wutalo]   
when he.sees  at front  

49b [49a]   --- ayiweene (P2)  imbwa yaakwe iyi (D:Prox)  
he.saw.it  dog his this  

49c   Kolandzi  yiimile (ANT)   pataali   
Kolandzi  it.has.stood  far  

49d   --- yiidzuma (PRES)     
it.is.surprised  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

50a   Iliinu  liimile (ANT)   linya magulu gatayi  
giant  it.has.stood  having legs four  

50b  ni  fiwuutu fyakwe fili (PRES)   ngita lituli [50c]   
and  footprints his  they.are  like mortar  

50c   [--- lye vitwangila (PRES)  amadzebele]    
which they.pound  maize  

51a   --- Iitinile (ANT)  
he.has.moved.himself  

51b  neke  --- iime (CNS.S)   pataali   
then  it.stood  far  

51c [ikisondzo   --- kye ateguwe (ANT)  <<]    
club  which he.has.taken  

51d   [51c]  kyaguwe (P2)   paasi  na tuu  
it.fell  down  and ideo  

52a   Imbwa yaakwe  yaali (P2)  dzidzidzi   [52b]  
dog his  it.was  silence  

52b  [nambi  --- kuwaaga]     
or  to.bark  

53a Suwe   u-Kaluvekele  ikangidze (P2)  
so  Kaluvekele  he.pulled.himself.together  

53b  neke  --- ahegelele (CNS.S)   ku mbwa yaakwe  
then  he.moved  at dog his  

53c   --- ayiibate   ku mukila   
he.should.catch.it  at tail  

53d  neke  --- akwegele (CNS.S)   ku kisasa kyakwe  
then  he.pulled.it  at hut his  

54 Aavangile ukutodzehedza ukudiigila (P2)  ifisindi fya mooto  ku liinu iliyo (D:Ref)   
he.started to.throw.at to.throw.at  burning.sticks of fire  at giant that  

55 Humbe   >> lyali (P2)    lidembwe  
gosh  it.was  elephant  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

56a   --- Oogwipe mbandu (P2)  [56b–56c]  
he.was.afraid very.much  

56b   [--- pe iinatiye (ANT)  ukutigila [56c]  
when he.has.realised  that  

56c   [--- ayiweene (ANT)  indembwe]    
he.has.seen  elephant  

57a Mu mahoodzo gaakwe --- aatigiye (P2)    [57b–57d]  
in thoughts his  he.said  

57b [Iliinu lyonda lila (D:Dist)  likali livedze likwadza (P1) (PRES)  kwene kaaye   
giant whole that  if.it.had it.comes  there home  

57c   --- likali likwegamila hela (P1) (PRES)  
if.it.had it.leans just  

57d   --- suwe yiguwe (ANT)  pamwinga na yuune]   
so it.has.fallen  together and me  

58a   --- Aadzumile (P2)   [58b]   
he.was.surprised  

58b   [--- kye aagitile (P2)  pa kupoola  ku likooko ilikomi ndavuli lila] (D:Dist)  
how he.did  at to.escape  at animal big like that  

59a   --- Iiwiike (P2)  imbwa yaakwe  [59b]   
he.remembered  dog his  

59b   [--- kye yiimile] (ANT)  
how it.has.stood  

59c   --- yiilemwa (PRES)    [59d]  
it.is defeated  

59d  [nu kwa  kuhelela]     
and for  to.go  

60a  Pambele  --- aavangile ukuhoodza (P2)  
later  he.started to.think  

60b   --- itigila (PRES)    [60c–60d]  
he.says  

60c [Humbi ve muunu ukwikala  uli (PRES)  mwene  ku daasi   
gosh you(sg) person to.live  you(sg).are  alone  at bush  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

60d   --- si (PRES)  lunofu ndaa]    
not  good at.all  

61 Vadzeela  
vangu  

umuyeesu u-Kaluvekele  akutuwuulanidza (PRES)  lukaani lukomi    

dear.ones my  our.companion Kaluvekele  he.teaches.us  thing big  
62a   [Umuunu  ye akwikala mwene (PRES)  pa daasi]  

person  who he.lives alone  at bush  
62b [62a]   --- --- lutalamu    

danger  
63a   --- Lolage (IMP.IPFV)     

look  
63b  [wone  --- utamiike] (CND.ANT)  

if  you(sg).have.become.sick  
63c [63b]   [63d–63e]  asupali (PRES)     

there.is.not  
63d   [--- ye alakagula (F2)  ukutigila [63e]  

who he.will.know  that  
63e   [--- kuli (PRES)  wutamwa]    

there.is  sickness  
64a [Kangi  wone  >> vaadze (CND.SUBJ)  avatavangu]  

again  if  they.should.come  enemies  
64b [64a]   --- sikwali (PRES)  muunu [64c]    

there.is.not.there  person  
64c   [--- ye alakutanga (F2)  poonu]   

who he.will.help.you(sg)  at.all  
 

Free translation 
1 There was a person who was called Kaluvekele. 
2 This person lived alone in Ihovandza. 
  3 Kaluvekele never took a wife, and he did not have any children. 
 4  He lived at home with just his dog. 
5 He had given this dog the name Kolandzi. 
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6 Kaluvekele was very much a farmer. 
7 He farmed fields from which he ate cassava, peanuts, fruit, maize, beans and many other foods. 
8 He would put the food produce of his fields in his storehouses. 
9 Because he was alone at home, the food would lie for two years, sometimes three. 
10 One year there was famine everywhere. 
11 In all homes there was a food shortage. 
12 The people who lived near the place where Kaluvekele lived were hungry as well. 
13 When they heard that Kaluvekele had stores of food, they went to his place to ask for it. 
14 When the people went to Kaluvekele’s house, they called out “Knock, knock”, as they stood far from his house because they were afraid of the 

fierceness of his dog. 
15 When Kaluvekele heard someone calling out from far away, he would first tie up his dog so the guests could come in. 
16 This man was a provider of things for people. 
17 He would give many people things, this is why they loved him so much. 
18 One day at night a thief entered Kaluvekele’s fields to steal cassava. 
19 As he was stealing, the dog heard him struggling with the cassava and it barked and chased the thief away. 
20 It chased him for a short time, then it caught him. 
21 When the thief was caught, he made a lot of noise, “Argh! I'm dying, please forgive me, let me go! 
22 Argh! I will not do it again friend, I have repented.” 
23 Then he introduced himself, saying, “I am the son of Mulwadzi of Igelango.” 
24 As he was saying all this, the dog was unable to understand what he was talking about. 
25 The dog jumped on him and knocked him over, and then got him by the neck. 
26 While he was sleeping, it was like Kaluvekele was dreaming that someone was calling him outside. 
27 Then he jumped and heard properly a person yelling and at the same time introducing himself. 
28 When he got up, he said to himself, “Gosh, it’s Mulwadzi’s son, who is stealing my cassava. 
29 Really, this one! 
30 We will fight to the death, and he will learn why a guineafowl has a plucked head!” 
31 He got up and put on his wrap which he had hung on a rope, then he took his club in his hand. 
32 When he came out, he went quickly to where the thief was, then he saw the dog still had him by the neck. 
33 It was not long before he started to beat Mulwadzi’s son and said, “You are used to being a troublemaker”, and bam! Bam! Bam! 
34 Because it was night and dark, he beat (his) buttocks. 
35 The boy made a lot of noise, saying, “Please, I repent. 
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36 I will not do it again. 
37 Master, please forgive your fellow.” 
38 Later Kaluvekele smelled a dirty smell, ugh! 
39 So he said to his dog, “Leave him, it’s enough for now, he’s repented, look, he has relieved himself. 
40 You dog, stop now, do you not smell the smell?” 
41 When the dog had left the boy, he got up and ran and dived into the bush. 
42 Another day at night the dog ran outside without barking like it was accustomed to do on other days. 
43 Kaluvekele heard it running out. 
44 So he listened, thinking. 
45 Why is the dog running out? 
46 When he saw it was just silent, he got up and put on his clothes which he had hung on the rope. 
47 He opened his small door which he had closed with bamboo twigs. 
48 That day there was a full moon. 
  49 When he looked up ahead, he saw his dog Kolandzi standing far away, surprised. 
50 A giant was standing on four legs and his footprints were like the mortar in which they pound maize. 
51 He moved and then stood at a distance, the club which he had taken fell down, bam! 
52 His dog was quiet and did not bark. 
53 So Kaluvekele pulled himself together and then approached his dog and caught it by its tail, and pulled it into his hut. 
54 He started to throw burning sticks at that giant. 
55 Gosh, it was an elephant. 
56 He was very afraid when he realised that he had seen an elephant. 
57 In his thoughts he said, “If that giant had been coming to the house and just leaned on it, the house would have fallen, and me too.” 
58 He was surprised at how he managed to escape from a big animal like that. 
59 He remembered how his dog was standing, unable even to move. 
60 Later he started to think and said, “Gosh, for a person to live by yourself in the bush is not good at all.” 
61 My friends, our fellow Kaluvekele is teaching us a big thing. 
62 It is dangerous for a person who lives on his own in the bush. 
63 Look, if you are sick, there is no one who will know that there is sickness 
64 What’s more, if enemies come, there is no one anywhere who will help you! 
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